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To Our Valued Retailers:

I hope everyone had a safe and 
happy holiday season. As I write 
this letter, we have set yet another 
record for COVID-19 cases in the 
U.S. – but help is on the way. Even 
though it’s been a slow start, we 
have two vaccines officially approved 
and being administered right now, 
with more on the horizon.

In my last letter to you I talked 
about the inventory shortages we 
were experiencing. Things have 
definitely improved, but, as I was 
talking with a friend in the soda 
business, he told me cans are going 
to be a problem through 2021. We 
expect to be about 95% back in 
stock by the middle of January.

As we begin 2021, I still believe seltzers will continue to drive the growth 
in the beer category. Here at Finley, we are bringing in as many as 10 new 
seltzers in a wide variety of flavors and options, from lemonade to tea. Be 
sure to look for details on some of these new items in this issue. 

Mexican imports will also continue to stay strong; make sure you are looking 
at these two categories as you look to change your portfolio in the spring. 
And please ask your Route Manager for suggestions and information on the 
top-selling products.

I hope that, when I write the next letter, we will see a significant portion of 
the population getting vaccinated. And I hope that we will be one step closer 
to being able to gather safely with friends and family – maybe even planning 
some travel to favorite vacation spots.

Please stay safe, and thanks again for supporting Finley Distributing and all 
our brands,

Dennis Shields 
President
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As we begin 2021, I still believe  
seltzers will continue to drive the  

growth in the beer category.
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Finley People Get The Job Done
Damian Holguin
Route Manager

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? Since 
October 2015.

Where were you born? In sunny and warm Tucson, Arizona.

What’s your favorite part of your job? The relationships that are 
made. Whether it be with an account, a co-worker or a customer 
shopping in the store, I think relationships in this industry can make 
or break you, depending on the situation, so it’s important to make 
everyone feel important.

What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? 
Basically whatever IPAs are in our portfolio. I’m always looking for new 
craft beers to enjoy as soon as we receive them. But if I had to pick one, 
it would definitely be a fresh Dragoon IPA, it never disappoints.

What do you love best about Tucson? Besides the awesome beer 
scene here, I love all the awesome food spots in town. 

Tell us a little about your family. My wife, Heather, and I have been 
married since January 2018, but we’ve been together for almost 10 
years, meeting back in our teenage years. Our son, Liam, just celebrated 
his first birthday.

Joe Rodriguez (a.k.a. “Joe Rod”)
Driver

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I started working 
in the warehouse at Finley a few years before getting hired as a driver in 
1982. I drove for 13 years, left for about 6 years, and was re-hired in 
2005. In total, I’ve been in the beer business for 36 years.

Where were you born? I was born and raised in Tucson, Arizona.

What’s your favorite part of your job? I like the camaraderie with my 
crew, coworkers, upper management and, mostly, the customers I deliver to. 

What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? My 
all-time favorite beer is Miller Lite, but I also enjoy Dos Equis. 

What do you love best about Tucson? I love the warm weather, the 
mountains, beautiful saguaros and our sunsets! And, best of all, that my 
family lives here! 

Tell us a little about your family. I 
married my high school sweetheart, Julia. 
We’ve been married 31 years, have a 
daughter, Elisa and son, Joey Jr. And two 
crazy dogs, Sean and Rollo.



Sound familiar? Sure it does. As you’ve heard us say many times, play 
the hot hand and give your customers enough “discovery” brands to 
make things interesting.

In less than a decade, hard seltzer has become the biggest thing in beer 
since light lager. Sessionable at around 5% ABV and low in calories & 
sugar, with a kiss of flavor that mimics the non-alc seltzers consumers 
love, hard seltzers mesh perfectly with popular consumer trends (the 
quest for flavor, convenience & healthy-ish adult beverages) and 
appeal to drinkers across all ages, genders and backgrounds. Whether 
customers are looking for a single can to drink with takeout or a 12-pack 
to share with friends, these days, there’s a good chance they’re reaching 
for hard seltzer. 

There’s no denying that hard seltzers are a total gamechanger, having 
altered the industry and even American consumption habits, which have 
become deeply engrained due to nearly a year of COVID lockdowns. But will 
it be the next “pumpkin beer bubble” ready to burst when you least expect 
it and after you’ve invested money in tons of inventory? Absolutely not.

Here’s why you should get on board.

Hard seltzer sales aren’t slowing down. The category leaders, White Claw 
and Truly, posted triple-digit gains and 13 of the top 25 best-selling new 
beer brands of 2020 were seltzers. It’s safe to say that this category 
isn’t like hard soda, which experienced a sophomore slump and never 
rebounded. And industry analysts like Dan Wandel, speaking on behalf of 
Mark Anthony Brands, see plenty of room for more growth. “Hard seltzer 
can easily attain a 20 share of all beer sales. Household penetration 

of the category is somewhere around 70 
percent. And [hard seltzer] outsold all craft 
beer in 2020. With those kinds of numbers, 
it’s hard to understand why craft [beer] still 
commands three times the shelf space at 
retail. Sounds like some businesses are 
leaving money on the table.” 

The category is evolving. It’s still a 
2-brand race, but interesting new 
entrants are ready to claim their fan 
base. Don’t disappoint your customers.

We don’t have to tell you that White Claw 
and Truly are the dominant players driving 
the category and significantly improving 
beer sales, yet there’s plenty of demand 
for other brands to succeed because there 
isn’t just one kind of seltzer consumer. 
Many hard seltzer consumers are devoted 
to their favorite brands and flavors, but 
want something different from time to time. 
There are those who are completely new to 
the category and then there are a group of 
consumers who will always gravitate toward 
lesser known, high-quality brands. 

That leaves plenty of room for newer brands 
like Corona Hard Seltzer and Coors Seltzer 
to make their mark. And as consumers 

adjust to the wealth of hard 
seltzer options and begin to 
search for a specific seltzer that 
fits their taste and price point, 
don’t be surprised to see more 
seltzers from iconic breweries 
like Heineken (whose AriZona 
Sunrise boasts more fruit flavor 
in a colorful liquid) and a shift 
toward premium brands like 
PRESS Premium Alcohol Seltzer.

Brands like PRESS – a suitable 
replacement for rosé or prosecco 
– are expanding what seltzer can 
be by adding better-for-you spices 

and botanicals in flavors like Pomegranate 
Ginger or Lime Lemongrass. On the craft 
side, Flying Embers Hard Seltzers are USDA 
Organic with live probiotics and antioxidant 
Vitamin C, while Upslope’s new Spiked 
Snowmelt Variety Pack delivers electrolytes 
and ascorbic acid. 

Make More Room for Seltzer
The biggest thing in beer is here to stay, and there’s plenty of room for growth 
To capitalize on this relatively new segment that appeals to men and women over 21 of all generations and 
demographics, you just need to allocate enough space and offer the right assortment. 

CoverSTORY

Impulse Buy: Hard seltzer displays 
(like this Corona Seltzer display) 
make excellent anchors for the end 
of the aisle because hard seltzer 
is often an impulse purchase for 
customers, especially new and 
infrequent beer shoppers. 

Double the Bubbles: Hard seltzer 
commands nearly a 10 share of beer 
after its debut about five years ago, 
and the category is still growing, with 
some industry experts projecting that 
volume will at least double by the 
end of 2021.

Feature Flavor: “Stores are hesitant to 
take away too much craft space in fear 
of losing a consumer,” says Finley’s Chain 
Sales Manager John Hubbard. “I tell them 
the same is true when they don’t have 
enough space for flavor!”
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Whether they’re looking for BFY refreshment 
or a spiked mixer to keep the party going, 
consumers are increasingly turning to hard 
seltzers, which have become an everyday 
purchase. As Finley’s Vice President of 
Sales and Marketing Jack Fritz explains, “We 
haven’t seen the ceiling, let alone hit it. 
There’s plenty of room for expansion in this 
category, especially given the innovation that 
keeps coming.”

Not every occasion can be met by beer, cider 
or other FMBs, and hard seltzers help fill that 
gap for many customers, keeping them in 
the beer aisle instead of reaching for a bottle 
of wine. Earlier this year, The Wall Street 
Journal reported that in 2019, Americans 
drank less wine for the first time in 25 years, 
as millennials opted for alternatives like 
cocktails, NA beer and (you guessed it) hard 
seltzer. And as millennials are more likely than 
older generations to drink across categories, 
expect that trend to continue as hard seltzer 
dominates the scene and millennials become 
a larger majority of the LDA population. 

It’s always hard to predict how any phenomenon 
will play out in the long run, but one thing is 
clear: it’s time to make more room for the 
variety of seltzers your customers are looking for. 

CoverSTORY
The Next Big Things In Hard Seltzer

Truly Iced Tea Hard Seltzer

This year’s rookie sensation from Truly, Truly 
Iced Tea Hard Seltzer, combines refreshing 
hard seltzer with real brewed tea and fruit 
flavor for a refreshing and delicious 5% ABV 
hard tea seltzer in eye-catching gold cans. 
Available now, the Truly Iced Tea variety 
pack includes: Lemon Tea, Raspberry Tea, 
Peach Tea and Strawberry Tea.

AriZona Sunrise Hard Seltzer

Heineken is partnering with non-alc tea 
giant AriZona on a new line of hard seltzers 
made with a splash of real fruit juice for an 
excellent taste, hint of color and 4.6% ABV. 
A variety pack featuring Grapefruit, Lemon, 
Mucho Mango and Cherry Punch launches 
in February. 

Corona Hard Seltzer Variety Pack #2

Rooted in Corona’s chill attitude and high-
end credibility, Corona’s new hard seltzer 
variety pack (coming in March) includes 
4 all-new, 4.5% ABV flavors: Pineapple, 
Strawberry, Raspberry and Passionfruit.

Vizzy

Vizzy is a new kind of hard seltzer, and the 
first one crafted with antioxidant-rich Vitamin 
C from superfruit acerola cherry. Certified 
gluten-free with alcohol made from real cane 
sugar, the current Variety Pack includes Black 
Cherry Lime, Pineapple Mango, Blueberry 
Pomegranate, and Strawberry Kiwi.

Will it be the next “pumpkin beer 
bubble” ready to burst when 
you least expect it and after 

you’ve invested money in tons of 
inventory? Absolutely not.

Seltzer is exploding with the potential for massive 
growth ahead. Here’s why…
Industry analysts predict that, conservatively, hard seltzer could 
reach sales of 300 million case equivalents (CEs) by 2024 
because…

It’s recruiting new consumers. 50% of consumers are 
switching to hard seltzer from other categories. 

•  21% from beer
•  17% from wine
•  12% from spirits

50% of the volume represents incremental sales.

79% of the business is incremental to beer distributors.

With growth comes market 
segmentation.

Like beer, there are three basic categories of hard 
seltzer emerging: Good, Better and Best. Each one 
appeals to a specific type of consumer.

•  Good Brands – For price-conscious consumers 
who may also prefer a higher ABV.

•  Better Brands – Mass-marketed and largest 
volume brands defining the mainstream segment.

•  Best Brands – An absolute trade-up option, 
these consumers look for more than what 
popular brands offer, and crave a unique 
product proposition.
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Beyond the Claw
Flavorful, super-premium products provided the rocket fuel that 
increased the rest of Mark Anthony’s portfolio by 20 percent in 2020. 

What company…

•  Has posted growth for five consecutive years?

•  Was one of the only large breweries to grow share in 2020?

•  Produces premium ready-to-drink cocktails for every consumer 
and occasion? 

Did you guess Mark Anthony Brands (MAB), the maker of White Claw? 
This FMB powerhouse was up 93.6% in dollar sales YTD in September, 
despite COVID and out-of-stock challenges, which have been addressed 
with the addition of three new production facilities and a contract for six 
billion 12 oz. slim cans.

A lot of that growth is thanks to White Claw, which commands 
a stunning 51% of all hard seltzer sales. The fizzy behemoth has 
transformed the industry, but even without White Claw, the other brand 
families in the portfolio were up 20% in 2020. In fact, all five MAB 
brand families grew last year! That’s not unheard of, but it’s noteworthy 
considering all of last year’s challenges. According to MAB President Phil 
Rosse, the secret to the company’s success is simple: Flavor. 

“Flavor is our business,” says Rosse. “We want to continue to be the 
company that delivers quality products to consumers at the experiences 
and activities where they enjoy them.” Besides, flavor is the number one 
driver of sales and it’s transforming the beer industry.

FMBs and hard seltzers are the hottest thing in beer – vaulting from the 
6th largest segment in 2016 to #2 in 2020 – and MAB has built an 
FMB empire that harnesses consumers’ desires for premium products 
that provide exceptional flavor and convenience, two dominant consumer 
mega-trends. Mike’s Hard Lemonade (up 13% YTD) propelled FMBs to 
new heights by appealing equally to men and women. And even after 20 
years, Mike’s is still the king – nationally, it’s the #1 FMB brand in sales 
velocity, awareness & trial and repeat purchase rate. 

Mark AnthonyBRANDS

First Family of FMBs 
Mark Anthony Brands has grown from holding a 1 share of beer in 2017 to a whopping 6.5% of beer dollar 
value and over 5% of volume sales in America in 2020, thanks to a flavor-filled portfolio.

A New Product from THE Lemonade Experts
Mike’s has been the #1 hard lemonade for two decades. 
Its new, full-flavor Hard Lemonade Seltzer has a 91% 
purchase intent by younger drinkers who said it has a 
taste that’s “just right”. 

Introducing  
Mike’s Hard  
Lemonade Seltzer 
Just released, this full-flavored seltzer 
combines MAB’s lemonade cred 
with seltzer know-how and is born of 
customer demand. And the launch of 
this new product will be supported by 
a $35 million marketing blitz! Mike’s 
Hard Seltzer Lemonade arrives in 
an eye-catching black variety pack 
featuring fan-favorite flavors like 
Lemon, Pineapple, Strawberry 
and Mango. You can bet that your 
customers will be looking for it.

Mike’s in-your-face little brother, Mike’s 
HARDER, has 8% ABV for Mike’s lovers 
looking for a bigger kick. Up 16% YTD, 
HARDER is the #1 FMB single and #3 beer 
single brand. It dominates in convenience.

Then there’s Cayman Jack, the premium 
RTD that’s extremely popular with the 
younger, LDA multicultural consumer. 
Available in Margarita, Cayman Jack 
features high-end ingredients, like blue 
agave and organic lime juice, and has 
seen six consecutive years of at least 20% 
growth – up 88% for 2020. 

Can MAB’s massive success continue as the 
pandemic ebbs? MAB believes it will reach a 
10 share of total beer in 2021, a meteoric 
rise from the 1 share the company held in 
2017. With a portfolio packed full of flavor, 
they are primed for another explosive year!



The Dogfish Head Book: 25 Years of Off-Centered Adventures
By Sam Calagione, Mariah Calagione & Andrew C. Greeley

From a 12-gallon brewing system in 
Delaware’s first brewpub to the 250K 
gallon per week craft powerhouse 
we know today, Dogfish Head has 
seen incredible success and growth 
in their 25-year history. And what 
better way to celebrate that growth 
– and their silver anniversary – than 
with a book that takes Dogfish Head 
fans and beer historians alike behind 
the scenes of the delightfully off-
centered brewery? 

Though The Dogfish Head Book: 25 
Years of Off-Centered Adventures isn’t 
scheduled for release until after this 
issue goes to press, the brewery was 
kind enough to offer Heady Times a 
sneak peek. We’re happy to report 
that, judging from the sample we 
received, this lovingly compiled page-
turner will be a fantastic addition to 
any beer lover’s collection.

Written by Dogfish Head founder 
and brewer Sam Calagione, Dogfish 
Head co-founder and communitarian 
Mariah Calagione and longtime 
co-worker & Dogfish Inn INNkeeper 
Andrew C. Greeley, The Dogfish Head 
Book is a lot like the brewery itself: 
passionate, artfully designed and just 
a little bit goofy. A complete chronicle 
of the brewery’s 25-year history, the 
book features never-before-seen 
photos and documents, co-worker 
profiles and design notes that 
encapsulate success, failure, buckets 
of hard work and, sometimes, plain 
old luck. 

No one can communicate that history 
quite like Dogfish’s gregarious founder. 
Sam Calagione’s natural storytelling 
ability is on full display from the 
very first chapter, as he describes 
youthful escapades that reveal 
his entrepreneurial spirit but also 
resulted in expulsion from his college 
prep school just before graduation. 
His trademark energy leaps off the 
page as he takes readers along on 
a brewing and culinary adventure. 
Calagione takes us from his first 
homebrewed beer – a pale ale brewed 
with overripe cherries from a bodega 
that he later shared with actors Ken 
Marino, Joe Lo Truglio and Ricki 
Lake at a party in his fourth-floor 
walkup – to the reasoning behind 
Raison D’Etre – the Dogfish favorite 
that Calagione reverse-engineered 
to be the beer world’s Bordeaux that 
pairs perfectly with steak. 

But Calagione is quick to note that 
he’s made some missteps in his 
career too. The story of his fateful 
trip across Delaware Bay to deliver 
the first six-pack of Dogfish Head 
beer to New Jersey will have readers 
wincing in sympathy, but it also 
serves as a reminder that hard work 
(eventually) pays off. Following the 
initial disappointment of a miniscule 
crowd on the Cape May shore, 
Calagione was approached by Levi’s 
to participate in an ad campaign 
featuring young entrepreneurs across 
the country, boosting Dogfish Head’s 
message early on.

The true pièce de resistance in the 
early pages Heady Times received, 
however, is the car crash/U-Haul/
bloody finger incident. No spoilers, but 
if you didn’t already respect Calagione 
for his brewing chops, MacGyver-
like innovations and entrepreneurial 
pluck, you’ll have to give him props for 
perseverance after reading this edge-
of-your-seat white-knuckler where the 
hits just keep coming. 

But luckily for us, after a quarter 
century of victories, setbacks and 
several brushes with death, the 
Calagiones and their co-workers at 
Dogfish Head are still going strong 
and aren’t about to wrap up their off-
centered adventures any time soon. 
We can’t wait to see where they’ll 
end up next. Cheers to 25 years, and 
many more.

Bookshelf
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Feature

Hazies” have officially transcended trend status, with breweries across 
the country tweaking their hop blends, yeast strains and grain bills to 
produce the easy-drinking, OJ-mimicking beers that fans love. Since 

entering the market, they’ve upended craft beer sales, gobbling up 15% of 
the market by growing faster than any other top five beer style by volume. 
How did this happen? 

That’s the question of many beer geeks, some of whom are resistant 
to the idea of hazy bois, haze bombs and everything in between. It 
all began with one beer that even the anti-haze crowd adores: Heady 
Topper, a hazy DIPA from Vermont’s The Alchemist. Widely regarded as 
the original hazy – and one of the best beers in the world, with a perfect 
100 on BeerAdvocate – Heady Topper commands a horde of loyal fans 
who would do anything to get their hands on some. One woman was 
even arrested for trying to sell a case on Craigslist in 2013. 

Inspired by The Alchemist, brewers began to make their own turbid IPAs 
that featured the same explosion of fruit aromas and pillowy mouthfeel 
of Heady Topper. As the hazy footprint spread beyond Vermont, the 
style found wider popularity and increasing sales throughout the country 
thanks to its drinkability compared to classic IPAs. 

The theory is that hazy IPAs became popular because of some palate 
fatigue from all the bitter IPAs that had saturated the market. They’re 
more approachable, and have mass appeal because they are reminiscent 
of juices we drank when we were kids. 

Beers like New Belgium’s VooDoo Ranger Juicy Haze 
IPA or Firestone Walker’s Mind Haze post steady growth 
quarter after quarter not just because they’re delicious, 
but also because they’re crushable and fun. Though 
learning to love aggressively hopped IPAs was once 
viewed as a badge of honor, drinkers today prefer their 
beer accessible. 

Approachability is integral to the success of hazies, 
attracting drinkers who normally give hoppy beers – or 

even beer in general – a pass. Their popularity across demographics is 
remarkable, with Sam Calagione of Dogfish Head remarking that appeal 
is “all over the map – older, younger, men and women.” 

“From my personal vantage point,” continues Calagione, “this beer style 
appeals a bit more to the younger demographic when it’s bought directly 
from brewery tasting rooms to enjoy on-premise or to-go, and a bit more 
to older consumers when it is bought off-premise.” Dogfish Head plans 
to attract an even larger audience by combining two trends in one with 
Hazy-O! Launching in February, the vegan-friendly hazy IPA will be the first 
nationally distributed hazy IPA made with oat milk, a better-for-you favorite. 

Brewers rely on a variety of methods and recipes to produce their 
hazy creations (including pain-staking research and testing) and make 
them stable to ship safely. For most, the “hazification” process is top 
secret, but a few generous brewers, like Calagione, were willing to share 
some details. 

“Utilizing four forms of oats 
in the recipe for Hazy-O! 
makes the brewing process 
blissfully inefficient,” he 
says. “It is truly a labor 
of love. Each form of oat 
used in the brewing process 
provides the beer with a 
unique, but complementary 
characteristic. Rolled oats provide a dense 
haze, malted oats contribute a delicate 
malty sweetness, naked oats offer a subtle 
toasty and caramel character, and… oat 
milk contributes Hazy-O!’s silky soft, creamy 
mouthfeel. This foundation-of-four allows 
the beer’s special blend of hop varieties to 
hit the juice bullseye.” 

At Lagunitas, brewmaster Jeremy Marshall 
focuses on hop blends to produce Hazy 
Wonder’s characteristic haze, one that’s free 
of “schlarf” – what Marshall calls the bits of 
hops and yeast cells in a traditional NEIPA. 
They also keep Hazy Wonder unfiltered to 
maintain the opacity of the brew. 

Hazy Days Ahead
New England IPA. Hazy IPA. Juicy IPA. East Coast IPA. Whatever they’re called, your customers want them.

Approachability is integral  

to the success of hazies, 

attracting drinkers who normally 

give hoppy beers – or even beer 

in general – a pass.

“

Sam Calagione thinks hazy beers appeal to a wide demographic 
of drinkers
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Haze Explosion
The last few years have seen craft brewers 
everywhere harnessing the power of haze. From hazy 
bois to haze bombs, fans can’t get enough of these 
top hazy IPAs.

Samuel Adams Wicked Hazy
Sam Adams is reformulating their classic New 
England IPA to create the less bitter, smoother 
Wicked Hazy, due out in February.  

Bell’s Official
Double dry-hopping (a combination of 
Mosaic, Citra, Azacca, Amarillo and El Dorado 
hops) results in complex peach, stone fruit 
and tropical notes with a dry finish and 
balanced bitterness. 

Huss Hopaloosa
Falconer’s Flight, Amarillo and Citra hops bring 
aromatics of orange, tangerine and pineapple 
accompanied by flavors of tangerine, grapefruit, 
guava and pineapple.

New Belgium VooDoo Ranger 
American Haze
With notes of passionfruit and freedom, 
American Haze is a supremely drinkable, 
juicy and unfiltered IPA brewed with all-
American hops.

Saint Archer Hazy IPA
This northeast inspired IPA is a low bitterness 
hop bomb packed with citrus, pine, and 
tropical fruit aromas from Citra, Simcoe and 
Centennial hops.

Lagunitas Hazy Memory
Hazy Memory is a cloudy IPA full of oats and 
smooth wheatly-esque-ish-ness, packed with 
some of the murkiest, juiciest, turbid Loral 
291, Hallertau Blanc, Galaxy and Citra hops.

Feature

And brewmaster Matt Brynildson of 
Firestone Walker revealed the brewery’s top 
hazy, Mind Haze, combines techniques to 
achieve its haze, taste and texture. 

“We tried to build this beer around our 
house ale yeast, but it became evident 
early on that we needed a new yeast,” 
he says. “This new yeast strain does 
promote haze, but we’re not relying on 
residual yeasts or starches for turbidity. 
In fact, we centrifuge all the yeast out of 
the beer before packaging. The haziness 
and mouthfeel of Mind Haze are cultivated 
by more stable means, namely using 40 
percent wheat and oats in the grain bill 
while nailing the timing and interplay of our 
generous hop additions.” 

From new innovations like Hazy-O! and 
Firestone Walker’s Mind Haze Double 
IPA (due out in March) to beers like Hazy 
Wonder and VooDoo Ranger Juicy Haze 
in core beer lineups, craft breweries are 
embracing this relatively young style with 
open arms. So while these breweries may 
take different approaches to creating their 
smooth, tropical brews, on one thing they 
agree: hazies are here to stay.

Firestone Walker Brewmaster Matt Brynildson’s Anniversary Ale 
XXIV was rated the best beer of 2020 by VinePair
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Ten55 Brewing Company

AS BUSINESSES CONTINUE TO SHUTTER IN THE WAKE OF THE 
COVID-19 pandemic, Ten55 Brewing Company battles on. This 
brewpub, located in the heart of downtown Tucson, is taking it all 

in stride; finding innovative ways to adapt to the new normal and keep 
its beer flowing to the masses. Heady Times sits down with Managing 
Partner Chris Squires to discuss how a return to Ten55’s roots has 
proven instrumental to the company’s survival in such uncertain times. 

Heady Times (HT): Tell me about the history of Ten55 
Brewing Company.

Chris Squires (CS): We are now eight years in. My partner and I started 
off very much as homebrewers. We both loved drinking beer and making 
beer. We brewed together at home for a couple of years and then decided 
to scale it up a little bit. In a pretty common origin story for breweries 
these days, we started out very, very small over in an industrial park on the 
south side of town. When we opened, we were the smallest brewery in the 
state. Since then, a lot of smaller breweries have opened up and we’ve 
gotten much bigger, so we’re no longer the smallest around. Our goal was 
always to get downtown to build a brewpub in kind of the heart of what we 
felt was the big action in Tucson. I’ve been coming downtown since I was 
a kid, so it was important for me to be part of the history of downtown.

HT: Ten55 is described as being founded by a couple of Tucsonans 
who share core beliefs. What are those beliefs? 

CS: So, obviously, our core beliefs revolve around beer – what beer is 
to us and what it can be to everyone else. Our belief structure when it 
comes to beer is approachability. I think beer can be delicious and beer 
can be transcendent. You can drink these wild things like a triple IPA that 
can kind of make you reconsider your definition of beer. That’s great and 
those kind of innovations are what continue to push our industry forward. 
Also, beer shouldn’t be, I think, pretentious. I think this is where we 
have an advantage over wine and over spirits. I think beer, because of 
its wide appeal and its local tendencies, can appeal to everybody. Beer 
can be this thing that gets everybody in a room together and forces them 
to talk to one another and to actually engage in this exchange of ideas 
and information. In many ways, this is what makes beer superior to other 
beverages. I’m a little biased here, but I stand by it. 

HT: What prompted 
Ten55’s transition from a 
brewery to a brewpub?

CS: That was always our 
plan. We are foodies. We 
love to cook, we love to 
eat, we love to travel and 
eat, just like we like to 
travel and drink beer. I think 
there’s a ton of overlap 
between the foodie side 
and the beer side. That’s common in our 
business. For me, it was a natural extension 
of the same kind of thing. We love making 
fun, innovative beers and sharing them with 
our friends and neighbors, and the same 
thing is true in the kitchen. It’s an extension 
of the same idea. 

HT: Describe your approach to 
beer-making.

CS: I think experimentation is a big part 
of our mindset. My partner and I came 
up in the beer industry when Dogfish and 
Almanac were blowing up. These guys and 
other breweries like them just continue to 
push the envelope. I think in a very liberal 
way about ingredients and processes. 
Experimentation is a big part of what we’re 
doing, but there’s also a few things we’re 
good at and we stick to those too. I have 
two great brewers here and they have 
brought with them a mentality of pursuing 
experimentation while still respecting 
tradition and history. Things that are either 
technically difficult or complicated, that’s 
interesting to us. That’s a challenge and we 
like to make interesting things. 

HT: Are you influenced by new 
beer trends?

CS: That is a constant question. How do 
you be new and innovative and brew things 
that are popular without caving? I think a 
really good way to ask that question is to 
instead ask yourself what’s going to add 
value. Does it add value to the industry? 
Are you innovating if you dump glitter in 
beer? There’s a difference between trends 
that are innovative and require skill, and 
simply chasing the newest thing. The latter 
doesn’t add to the portfolio of the industry. 
There’s always new ingredients and new 
processes out there. The ones that we find 
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interesting are the ones that require a level 
of technical skill or require accessing hard-
to-find ingredients. It’s a constant battle 
and all we can keep doing is ask ourselves, 
do we feel good about making this? Is 
this something we can make with integrity 
and be proud to share with a friend or 
neighbor? Is there integrity in this project or 
is it something that’s chasing sales? 

HT: How have you managed to weather the 
COVID-19 pandemic where so many other 
businesses have been forced to shutter?

CS: It has been surprisingly difficult to pivot the 
course of our business in response to COVID-
19, but the answer for us has been beer. We 
are now selling beer in cans and we have this 
amazing new partnership with Finley, which is 
very, very exciting. We’ve made a pivot back 
to our roots. When we started out, we were a 
self-distributing, distribution-oriented brewery, 
but when we moved downtown we made the 
decision to focus on the on premise. We cut 
off most of our distribution footprint because 
we were simply unable to do both. With the 
pandemic, we’ve had to shift our focus, and 
that means we’re increasing our distribution 
footprint and we’re back to selling beer. This 
is something we haven’t really done at this 
volume for a couple of years, so we’ve been 
very happy working with Finley and with our 
Brand Manager, Adam. We’re finding a lot of 
our old buyers are still out there. 

In addition to expanded distribution, our 
brand new street patio will be pivotal for us. 
That is absolutely going to be critical to our 
survival moving forward. We had no real, 
meaningful outdoor seating beforehand. 
Everything we’re seeing and learning and 
hearing is that outdoor seating is the safest 
and it’s also the most secure. People feel 
better sitting outside. The expanded outdoor 
seating almost quadrupled our outdoor 
capacity. That will be critical for us, for sure. 

Ten55 Year-Round Beers

Casa 55  
Golden Ale
This crisp, refreshing, 
light-bodied golden ale is 
brewed with just a touch 
of flaked corn for a dry 
and crisp finish. 

Gran Fondo  
Amber Ale
Ten55’s flagship, Gran 
Fondo Amber is true 
to style in color, body 
and flavors. This is 
a moderately sweet, 
medium-bodied ale 
with notes of toffee and 
biscuit flavors. It’s malty 
with a balanced herbal 
hop profile. 

Outpost 
Hefeweizen
This is Ten55’s nod to 
the Bavarian Hefeweizen: 
bright and refreshing with 
a medium body, tons of 
banana, hints of clove, 
and slight lemony finish. 

XOXO Coffee Stout
Partnering with Exo 
Coffee Roasters here 
in Tucson, this unique 
and sweet coffee stout 
is infused with cold 
brew to capture more 
of the diversity in the 
coffee’s flavor. Lactose 
adds a mild sweetness 
to compliment the bold 
coffee flavor. 

BrewerHIGHLIGHT
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Why You ShouldBE SELLING…
Dogfish Head Slightly Mighty

Unlike most active lifestyle beers, Slightly Mighty is light in carbs, 
calories and alcohol without sacrificing taste… no wonder it’s up 
332.6% YTD.

A few years ago, craft breweries tasked themselves with creating 
beers with big flavor that would appeal to health-conscious 
consumers. Dogfish Head, known for brewing outside the box, 
was one such brewery up for the challenge. Of course, this wasn’t 
DFH’s first venture in the better-for-you category. The beloved 
craft brewery proved they could make a beer that would fit into a 
healthy lifestyle with the 2016 release of SeaQuench Ale (now 
one of the best-selling sour beers in America). After months of 
molecular-level research and culinary exploration, Slightly Mighty 
was born at just 95 calories, 3.6g carbs and 0g fat, with a 
sessionable 4% ABV. 

A ground-breaking IPA, Slightly Mighty is everything you want in a low-
calorie beer: slight in calories and carbs yet mighty in taste. It has 
quickly become the best-selling beer in the low-cal IPA category, a new 
category created in response to the increasing consumer demand for 
wellness-focused alcoholic beverages. 

Called a “legitimate IPA both [beer] geeks and average folks will dig” 
by Esquire, the secret to the exceptional taste of Slightly Mighty was 
found in an ancient Chinese delicacy – monk fruit. Dogfish Head 
founder Sam Calagione explains, “Sweeter than sugar per ounce, 
monk fruit amplifies the body and complexity of the beer yet contains 
no calories. The result is a hazy-gold, lo-cal IPA that throws tropical 
notes of pineapple, coconut, mango and citrus, all while delivering 
an aromatic hoppiness that makes it oh-so drinkable. Brewed with 
‘lo-cal’ly grown malted barley, Slightly Mighty is dynamic and crisp with 
a refreshing hop profile.”

Called a 

“legitimate IPA 

both [beer] geeks 

and average 

folks will dig” by 

Esquire, the secret 

to the exceptional 

taste of Slightly 

Mighty was found 

in an ancient 

Chinese delicacy – 

monk fruit.



Gus’s Liquor Store

FOR TWENTY-SIX YEARS, GUS’S LIQUOR STORE HAS SUPPLIED 
central Tucson with all manner of liquor, beer, and wine. To those 
in the know, this unassuming liquor store is a trove of craft beer 

delights. With the shelves and coolers packed full of as many brands 
as this small shop allows, Gus’s carries a little something for everyone. 
Heady Times sits down with owner Gus Elmurib to find out what has 
made Gus’s Liquor Store so successful for so long. 

Heady Times (HT): How long has Gus’s been open?

Gus Elmurib (GE): This location has been open for 26 years. I got my 
start in the business in California back in the ’80s before I moved to 
Houston, Texas, and then eventually made it out to Tucson. Originally, I 
had three gas stations and two liquor stores here, but I decided to get 
rid of the gas stations, and then, of course, the Gus’s Grant location 
closed down because of the city’s road-widening project. 

HT: What are some of your best-sellers here? 

GE: It depends on the age of the customer. The old-school guys stick 
with the domestics they’ve been drinking forever. Customers in their 
twenties up to about age forty or forty-five almost always want craft 
beer. It’s incredible how knowledgeable younger craft drinkers are these 
days. My daughter and her friends sit down to have a beer and they 
know exactly where it’s from, what’s in it, and how it’s made. We didn’t 
really care about that stuff in the old days. You just drank your Miller 
Lite, period. 

HT: What changes, if any, have you had to make in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic?

GE: We sanitize everything. We make sure everything is clean, we 
installed a Plexiglass shield at the register, and we enforce a mask policy 
here. We try to keep the store as safe as possible for our customers. We 
get a little bit of pushback on the masks from the people who see the 
issue as political, but most people are ok with the new rules. 

HT: How has business been?

GE: With the Grant location closed, I’ve been able to give this store a 
lot more attention. Now with my full focus here, things have been going 
great. I brought in a much bigger variety of wine, liquor and beer, which 
customers have been responding well to. I just want to do something 
different than the other guys around here. Everyone else focuses on the 
big domestic names, so instead I just try to give customers the biggest 
variety possible for a store this size. Even with a pandemic going on, 
we’ve seen maybe a 20% increase in sales, so customers definitely like 
the variety we have here. No doubt about it. 

HT: With so many other liquor stores in Tucson for customers to 
choose from, how do you stay competitive?

GE: The main things that set us apart are our beer variety and the 
attitude of the employees. Our employees really respect the customers 
and are able to create personal relationships with them. Garth up at 
the register, for example, knows everybody by name. I don’t know how 
he does it. He’ll welcome everyone who walks in the door by name. 

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT

My oldest daughter is a doctor now, but 
she wasn’t even born when Garth started 
working here. You have to be a little 
different in order to compete with bigger 
businesses, so an employee really has to 
care about the customer. I can’t stress 
enough how appreciative I am of my 
employees. They’re the ones who run the 
business, really.

 
3350 N 1st Ave • Tucson, AZ 85719 • Mon-Thu 7am-11pm • Fri-Sat 7am-12am • Sun 8am-10pm

Owner, Gus, and long-time employee, Garth 
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On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT

stars out there through all this. We were 
fortunate enough that we could spread all 
our tables out into the adjoining Copper 
Room event space and still fall way below 
capacity. Things have settled down a little 
bit now, but we’re still sanitizing everything, 
requiring masks, and seating no more than 
four people per table. 

HT: What do you think keeps people 
coming back to Randolph Golf Complex, 
and in turn, The 1925 Bar & Grill?

JO: I think it’s our location. We’re central to 
just about everything. This is a course that 
Tucson natives grew up playing, and so it’s 
just kind of a staple in Tucson. Plus we’re 
close to the university, so we draw in a lot 
of college kids. We actually saw quite a few 
of them in the spring. They brought their 
laptops with them and they remoted in to 
class from the golf course.

600 S Alvernon Way • Tucson, AZ 85711 • Mon-Sun 6am – 6pm

The 1925 Bar & Grill at  
Randolph Golf Complex

THE 1925 BAR & GRILL, NAMED FOR THE YEAR IT OPENED, IS 
located on the lush grounds of Randolph Golf Complex in central 
Tucson. One of the city’s few naturally socially distanced activities, 

golf has become a refuge for those seeking a bit of stimulation in a world 
stymied by COVID-19. Heady Times sits down with 1925’s Food and 
Beverage Director, Janet Ortiz, to discuss the booming business of beer 
and golf during a pandemic.

Heady Times (HT): Tell me a little bit about Randolph Golf Complex 
and The 1925 Bar & Grill.

Janet Ortiz (JO): We’re the busiest golf course in Tucson. We are 
just non-stop, so the customers here definitely keep me on my toes. 
We also do more than just golf. We do weddings, we hold receptions, 
and host birthday parties. Last year we even picked up the Old Pueblo 
Baggers Cornhole regional tournaments. We had people coming in 
from New Mexico, Utah, California, and Nevada just to play in these big 
tournaments. They’ve really taken off. Obviously we’ve had to put that on 
hold because of COVID, but the minute we get the green light, we’ll get 
back to Cornhole again. 

HT: Let’s talk about 1925’s beer selection. How do you decide 
what beers to keep in stock?

JO: I’m very loyal. I’ve dealt a lot with different distributors and breweries 
over the last twelve years. I tend to stay with the distributors and 
breweries that have been good to me. A lot of it is my personal taste. If 
I can’t get behind it, I can’t sell it to my team members, who then have 
to sell it to our guests. You have to be able to engage the guests in a 
conversation and kind of give them a little backstory about the beer too. 
The crowd here is pretty split on beer preference, but it does tend to 
lean a little more towards craft. Of course then we have people here who 
might riot if the Dos Equis handle were to come off. 

HT: What notable changes have you observed in customer beer 
preferences over the years?

JO: I think it depends more on demographics than anything else, 
and we do see anywhere from college kids through people who have 
been coming out here for fifty, sixty, or even seventy years. So I have 
my younger crowd that are diehard seltzer fans or craft enthusiasts, 
and then I have my older crowd who just can’t get behind any of that 
and wants the domestic or import they’ve been drinking for years. It 
absolutely keeps me on my toes. 

HT: How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected business?

JO: So, because golf courses were deemed essential, we actually 
never slowed down. We couldn’t allow guests inside the bar or patio 
for a time, but we ran our own little delivery service on the course. We 
created menus and handed them out to guests and continued to run 
our refreshment cart. Beer sales actually doubled overall. We may have 
seen a decline here at the bar, but the refreshment carts were little rock 
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NewPRODUCTS
Ten55 Brewing Company

Ten55 Brewing Company was founded 
in 2011 by a couple of local Tucsonans 
who share a few core beliefs: they 
like beer, and they really like good 
beer. Their goal is to put good beer in 

the hands of those who want to enjoy it, and help 
nurture the developing brew culture in Tucson. They 
aim to make beer for adventurous beer drinkers 
who are just as likely to try something new as they 
are an old favorite. They are committed to the idea 
of the local nano-brewer – a small batch company 
using fresh ingredients and open minds to make 
some great tasting brews.

Ten55 Casa 55 Golden Ale
This crisp and refreshing light-bodied 
golden ale is brewed with just a touch of 
flaked corn for a dry and crisp finish. This 
beer was designed for any-day enjoyment 

with friends and family. ABV: 4.5% Packages: 12 oz. cans 
and draft Availability: Now! Year-round

Ten55 Gran Fondo Amber Ale
Ten55’s flagship, Gran Fondo Amber 
is true to style in color, body and 
flavors. This is a moderately sweet, 
medium-bodied ale with notes of toffee 
and biscuit flavors, traditional to the 
style; malty with a balanced herbal 

hop profile that hints of old world English ales. It’s a 
very approachable beer for all types of beer drinkers, 
both old and new. ABV: 5.5% Package: Draft only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Ten55 Outpost Hefeweizen
Outpost Hefeweizen is Ten55’s nod to 
the Bavarian Hefeweizen, a classic style 
for summer, or year-round in the high-
desert of Tucson. Bright and refreshing 
with a medium body, tons of banana, 

hints of clove, and a slight lemony finish will make wheat 
beer drinkers rejoice! ABV: 5.8% Package: Draft only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Ten55 XOXO Coffee Stout
Partnering with Exo Coffee Roasters in 
Tucson, AZ to source free trade coffee, this 
unique and sweet coffee stout is infused 

with cold brew to capture more of the diversity in the coffee’s 
flavor. Lactose adds a mild sweetness to compliment 
the bold coffee flavor. The body is surprisingly light, 
allowing this stout to be enjoyed year-round. ABV: 4.8% 
Package: Draft only Availability: Now! Year-round

Historic Brewing Company
Bringing quality craft beer to 

the community in a bold and 
intentional way has always 
been at the root of Historic 
Brewing Company. It all began 
in 2013 in Flagstaff, AZ with 
a strong purpose and drive to 

bring an unparalleled experience 
to the market. Despite setbacks 

and challenges, their relentless spirit has helped 
the brewery blossom into what it is now. As they 
continue to write their own history, they strive to 
stay true to the core values that will drive this 
company forward. 

Historic Oceanfront Property 
Arizona Lager
Dreaming of property on the water? 
Not as light as a traditional 
Mexican lager, but not as heavy 
as your typical American lager, 
Oceanfront Property Lager is 
crisp, clean, and crushable, 
making it the perfect beer if 
you’re sitting on the beach, or 
just wishing you were. ABV: 4.8% 
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now! 
Year-round

Historic Salt River Salt & Lime 
Arizona Lager
Close your eyes while sipping 
this salt and lime Arizona 
lager and you might think 
you’ve been transported to 
a beach in Mexico. Historic’s 
Oceanfront Property Lager is 
transformed by the addition of salt 
and lime, creating a refreshing getaway 
in a glass. ABV: 4.8% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Historic Piehole Porter
The beer that put Historic on the 
map as a brewery. This full-
flavored, medium-bodied porter is 
delicately sweet with all natural 
flavors of cherries and vanilla. 
A fan favorite all year round, so 
shut up & put it in your piehole! 
ABV: 5.5% Package: 12 oz. cans 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

Now Being Sold by Finley
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Schilling Hard Cider

Based in Portland, Oregon, 
all Schilling’s ciders are 
handcrafted in the Pacific 

Northwest. They use 100% fresh-pressed apples, 
locally sourced ingredients, and hand-selected 
yeast strains to create a cider experience that is 
truly unique.

Schilling Hard Cider Excelsior
This out-of-this-world treat is complex, tart, 
semi-sweet, bubbly, and CRUSHABLE. It’s an 
imperial apple cider that combines old world 
cider techniques with new world innovation. 
Schilling starts with Washington-grown fresh-
pressed apples, adds heirloom cider fruit 
from France and the UK, then ferments with 
a hand-selected yeast strain. The result? 
The best cider in the galaxy. ABV: 8.5% 

Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now! 
Year-round

Schilling  
Grapefruit and Chill
This northwest sessional summer radler-
style cider is bright, balanced, and perfectly 
refreshing for a chill kind of day. It’s high 
time to open up this crisp, citrus-forward 
cider and start some relaxation worthy of 

parental advisory. ABV: 6.0% Package: 12 oz. cans 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

Schilling London Dry
London Dry bridges the gap between a 
proper pub-style English cider and a full-
bodied American cider. Crack open this 
can of golden-colored cider that’s bursting 
with the aroma of fresh-pressed northwest 
apples. Inspired by traditional London 
pub-style cider, London Dry is bright, 
crisp, apple-forward, and dry as a bone! 
ABV: 6.5% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Schilling Local Legend
No longer elusive, the perfect harmony of 
dry and sweet is in your hands. A cider 
that is as refreshing as a cool mountain 
creek and doesn’t miss a beat. There may 

be other ciders in the wild, but Local Legend is worthy 
of its name. ABV: 5.2% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Schilling Passport  
Pineapple Passionfruit
This journey into unfiltered territory is 
ripe with lush pineapple and passionfruit. 
Passport is an unfiltered tropical destination 
for your palette. Bright, balanced and 
refreshing. ABV: 6.7% Package: 12 oz. cans 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

Schilling Hard Cider  
Variety Pack
Innovative. Bold. Flavor 
forward. Pacific Northwest 
cider. The Schilling Hard 
Cider Variety Pack is 
4 flavors in 12 cans: 
Grapefruit and Chill, 
London Dry, Passport Pineapple Passionfruit, and 
the current seasonal, Emerald City Blackberry Pear 
(January-April). Availability: Now! Year-round 

Waveline Seltzer
Waveline Hard Seltzer is 
the world’s first electrolyte-
enhanced hard seltzer. Party 
tonight, perform tomorrow! 
Only 80 calories, 0 carbs, 
made with local fresh fruit, and 
no malt. The Waveline Variety Pack of 12 oz. cans includes 
Pineapple Coconut, Blood Orange and Huckleberry 
Lime. ABV: 4.0% Availability: Now! Year-round

BioSteel Sports Drink
Clean. Healthy. Hydration.

Originally developed for professional 
athletes, this sugar free sports drink is 
no longer the best kept secret in sports and is now 
available to all. With natural, best in class ingredients it 
is a must to fuel an active lifestyle. Their mission is to 
create the healthiest and most trusted sports nutrition 
product on the planet. Available flavors include: Mixed 
Berry, Blue Raspberry, White Freeze, Peach Mango, 
and Rainbow Twist. Availability: Now! Year-round

Now Being Sold by Finley

Non-
Alcoholic
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Partake Brewing

One of the main reasons 
Founder and CEO Ted 
Fleming created Partake 
Brewing was to allow those 

who are abstaining from alcohol to Partake 
in social activities without feeling the awkwardness 
of not having a beer in hand. So whether you’re 
enjoying a drink with your buddies after a game or 
at a work party, you can still Partake.

Partake Brewing IPA
Just 10 calories and 2 carbs means this 
fan favorite – and the first beer Partake 
ever brewed – is sure to please! This beer 
balances the citrusy hops with a sweet malt 
backbone. Its light and bubbly body and dry 
finish make it an all-day sipper that packs 
a lot more flavor than most non-alcoholic 

beers on the market. Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Partake Brewing Blonde
Blonde is an easy summer sipper perfect 
for sitting on your patio, the beach, or even 
in your office. At 15 calories and 3 carbs, 
you’ll wonder where this has been all your 
life! Golden, bubbly and easy-drinking, this 
malt-forward ale will be a crowd-pleaser. 

While other lighter, alcohol-free beers tend to be watery, 
Partake Blonde’s fuller body and balanced flavor profile 
make it an instant classic. Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Partake Brewing Red
The newest addition to the Partake family, 
at 25 calories and 3 carbs this beer will 
have you crackin’ another one all day long! 
Crafted with five malts, Partake Red is 
smooth and soft with ribbons of caramel 
malt and toast. This balanced brew will be 
a hit with lovers of classic English and Irish 

ales. Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now! 
Year-round

Partake Brewing Pale
Partake Brewing Pale is an internationally 
award-winning craft beer with 10 calories 
and 0 carbs! With a medium bitterness 
balanced by a caramel malt sweetness 
and perfumey, tropical aromatics, this 
pale ale will please beer geeks and beer 
newbies alike. Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Partake Brewing Stout
Stout is 30 calories and 8 carbs, and 
it holds its own against juicy burgers, 
desserts, and even makes a good ice 
cream float! Pouring a deep brown 
with warm, walnut highlights topped 
by a tall, tan cap of foam, it looks the 
part, and smells the part too. Imagine 

cracking a fresh bag of medium-roast coffee with dark 
berry and plum notes. The medium-light, bubbly body 
boasts notes of coffee, smoke and a long, dry cacao-
nib note in the finish. Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in January

CHERRiSH Your Health 
Created by 
Dan Haggart, 
an avid long-
distance runner 
who looked 
around after his 

races and saw all the die-hards drinking 
small bottles of tart cherry juice 
concentrate, he thought “we need a 
ready-to-drink juice rather than a harsh 
concentrate”, and the beginnings of 

CHERRiSH were born. Still running into the 
‘too tart’ problem, he decided to add in the flavor 
and nutrition profile of the sweet Bing, and that’s 
where the magic happened – a true example of the 
innate, almost mystical intelligence of nature.

CHERRiSH Cherry Juice
CHERRiSH Your Health has developed an all-natural 
health juice that is 100% Montmorency tart and Bing 
sweet cherry juice, loaded with nutrients like high 
antioxidant compounds, anti-inflammatory properties, 
immunity boosters, and melatonin. With no added 
sugars, CHERRiSH comes in four flavors: Original 
Cherry, Cherry Blueberry, Cherry Pomegranate 
and new Cherry Chocolate. ABV: Non-Alcoholic 
Package: 12 oz. bottles only Availability: Now! 
Year-round

Now Being Sold by Finley

Non-
Alcoholic

Non-
Alcoholic
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Revitalyte Electrolyte Solution
Properly dealing with dehydration caused 

by alcohol consumption can make the 
next day much more manageable. 
Revitalyte is an advanced rehydration 
solution designed to replenish vital fluids 

and minerals. With an optimal balance of 
sodium and glucose, Revitalyte is proven to 

help prevent dehydration more effectively than sports 
drinks, soda, juice, and water. Provide your customers 
with Revitalyte to keep them feeling great, night in 
and night out! Available in Mixed Fruit, Grape and 
Strawberry flavors. Package: 1 Liter bottles only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Morning Recovery 
The drink for when you drink, Morning 

Recovery is scientifically engineered to 
help outsmart rough mornings post-
drinking. Morning Recovery is caffeine 
free, gluten free, vegan, nut free and 

has no artificial flavor. Available in Lemon 
or Lemon Ginger as well as Sugar Free. 

Package: 3.4 oz. bottles only Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in February

Proof Point Seltzer Cocktails
Proof Point is bringing something new: easy-drinking 
spirited seltzers expertly crafted with real juice, real 
spirits, and only 100 calories. Customers won’t find 
canned cocktail spritzers with just 100 calories, 
zero sugar and all this flavor anywhere else. These 
super premium hard seltzers will be hitting the 
market with four tested and beloved cocktails, each 
perfectly paired: Vodka Seltzer with Lime, Whiskey 
Seltzer with Blackberry Lemon, Rum Seltzer with 
Mango Pineapple, and, in April, Tequila Seltzer 
Grapefruit. ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in February

Topo Chico Hard Seltzer
Fans of iconic Topo Chico Mineral Water rejoice! Topo 
Chico Hard Seltzer makes its debut in March 2021. This 
is the only hard seltzer inspired by the classic taste of 
Topo Chico, and it comes in four mouth-watering flavors: 
Tangy Lemon Lime, Tropical Mango, Strawberry 
Guava and Exotic Pineapple. Their premium-but-
still-attainable positioning and strong, loyal following 
will help make Topo Chico Hard Seltzer a huge hit in 
the millennial and Latino market, where much of the 
brand’s fan base already exists. Don’t miss out on this 
innovation from a classic brand, serving up flavorful 
new ideas in a refreshing and fun way. ABV: 4.7% 
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March

Now Being  
Sold by Finley

Non-
Alcoholic

Non-
Alcoholic
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Vizzy Blueberry Pomegranate
Starting in February, shoppers can enjoy 
even more of their favorite hard seltzer 
(hint: it’s the one full of flavor and 
antioxidant Vitamin C)! Available in new 
24 oz. cans, Vizzy Blueberry Pomegranate 
now has twice the rich, velvety blueberry 
and smooth pomegranate taste – the 
perfect choice for any seltzer-lover. 
ABV: 4.5% Package: 24 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in 
February

Vizzy Variety Pack 2
Vizzy provides all the refreshment and naturally 
delicious flavor consumers love, but with a better-for-
you inclusion of antioxidant Vitamin C from acerola 
cherry superfruit. Additionally, unlike most hard seltzers, 
Vizzy offers dual flavors. Vizzy Variety Pack 2 includes 
three 12 oz. slim cans of each Blackberry Lemon, 
Papaya Passionfruit, Raspberry Tangerine and 

Watermelon Strawberry. By 
launching this latest 
line of new flavors, Vizzy 
is bringing even more 
variety to the table for 
consumers. ABV: 5.0% 
Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March

Coors Pure
Say hello to Coors Pure, a new USDA-organic certified 
beer with three simple, quality ingredients: organic 
barley, organic hops and water. It’s the same Rocky 
Mountain refreshment you’ve come to know and love, 
with the crisp and clean taste of Coors. And with only 
92 calories, zero sugar and a low 3.8% ABV, this 
pure light beer has serious staying power. ABV: 3.8% 
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March

AriZona Sunrise Hard Seltzer 
Introducing new 
AriZona Sunrise Hard 
Seltzer! Heineken 
and AriZona have 
teamed up to launch 
a refreshing take on 
hard seltzer made 
with a splash of real 
fruit juice to provide 
excellent taste and a 
hint of color. Real Fruit, 
Real Flavor, Real Color.

AriZona Sunrise  
Hard Seltzer  
Cherry Punch
Sunrise Hard Seltzer Cherry Punch is 
red in color with notes of cherry and 
cranberry, and a light apple cherry finish. 
ABV: 4.6% Package: 19.2 oz. cans 
only Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in February

AriZona Sunrise  
Hard Seltzer  
Mucho Mango
Yellow in color, Sunrise Hard Seltzer Mucho 
Mango has a real mango flavor and finish. 
ABV: 4.6% Package: 19.2 oz. cans 
only Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in February

AriZona Sunrise Hard Seltzer 
Variety Pack 
The AriZona Sunrise Hard Seltzer Variety Pack contains 
four deliciously refreshing seltzers in 11.5 oz. slim 
cans including: Grapefruit, Lemon, Mucho Mango 
and Cherry Punch. Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in February
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Corona Hard Seltzer  
Variety Pack #2
Hard seltzers continue to experience explosive growth 
and Corona Hard Seltzer has quickly grown nationally 
to be the #4 brand, and #4 fastest-growing brand 
in the category. With 0g carbs, 0g sugar, 90 calories, 
4.5% ABV and gluten-free, Corona Hard Seltzer is a 
tasty, better-for-you beverage rooted in Corona’s chill 
attitude and high-end credibility. This March, Corona 

will launch the second 
flavor variety pack, which 
includes: Pineapple, 
Strawberry, Raspberry 
and Passionfruit. 
Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March 

White Claw  
Hard Seltzer Iced Tea
The #1 seltzer in the United States meets one of the 
fastest growing categories in beverage in White Claw 
Hard Seltzer Iced Tea. The Mixed Pack will include three 
of each of the four flavors: Lemon, Mango, Raspberry, 
and Peach, with just 100 calories and 1 gram of sugar 
in each 12 oz. can. ABV: 5.0% Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March

Mike’s Hard Lemonade Seltzer 
Variety Pack
The much-anticipated launch of Mike’s Hard Lemonade 
Seltzer will soon be here! These refreshingly delicious 
hard seltzers are available in a can variety 12-pack 
of four flavors including: Pineapple, a balance of 
juicy pineapple with lemon sweetness and tartness; 
Strawberry, a mix of tangy lemon notes and strawberry 
refreshment; Lemon, the perfect blend of lemon 
sweetness and tartness; and Mango, a balance of ripe 
mango with lemon sweetness and tartness. Each flavor 
is 5% ABV, 100 calories, 1g sugar and gluten-free! 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Mike’s Harder  
Pineapple Mandarin
Mike’s Harder Pineapple Mandarin is 
quite refreshing, with a ripe pineapple 
taste and a citrus bite of authentic 
mandarin – just the right balance of 
acidity and sweetness. ABV: 8.0% 
Package: 23.5 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in February 

Lagunitas IPNA
All the hops with none of the alcohol, Lagunitas IPNA 
is a non-alcoholic, full-flavored IPA, dry-hopped with 
Mosaic and Citra hops. This confounding creation 
uses the same ingredients found in Lagunitas’ highly-
balanced IPAs (hops, malt, yeast & water) and thus the 
same deliciousness, but brewed without the ceremonial 
fez and ancient incantations that normally take it over 
the edge. ABV: <0.5% Package: 12 oz. bottles only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Non-
Alcoholic

Tecate Alta Cerveza Suprema
With low calories (just 85) and low carbs (2.4g), the 
new Tecate Alta Cerveza Suprema is an authentic 
premium light beer with a long Mexican heritage. A 

light golden lager, Alta 
starts with a slightly 
floral nose and finishes 
with incredible flavor. 
ABV: 4.0% Packages: 12 
and 16 oz. cans 
Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in February
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Samuel Adams Just The Haze 

After two years of thoughtful 
research and brewing, Samuel 
Adams brewers created a perfect 
union of recipe, ingredients 
and proprietary non-alcoholic 
brewing methods to successfully maintain 
the flavor and aroma of a juicy, hazy IPA, 
while producing very little alcohol, just 

0.5% ABV. Unlike the watery mouthfeel and unfamiliar 
taste of many of today’s non-alcoholic options, Just 
The Haze is full-bodied with a smooth finish. Savvy IPA 
drinkers will recognize the use of Sabro, Citra, Mosaic 
and Cascade hops. The grains are 2-row summer barley, 
white wheat and oats purposefully selected to create 
a full-bodied, easy-drinking non-alcoholic IPA. Visually, 
Just The Haze is almost identical to Samuel Adams’ 
popular New England IPA, and features consistent IPA 
foam character, deep head retention, a golden color and 
medium haze. ABV: 0.5% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in February 

Samuel Adams Wicked Hazy
Wicked Hazy IPA features an explosive hop 
aroma of citrus, red, tropical and stone 
fruits. White wheat and golden naked oats 
give this beer a medium body and smooth 
mouthfeel that perfectly balance a moderate 
bitterness and wicked huge, juicy fruit flavors. 
ABV: 6.8% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in February

Samuel Adams Wicked Easy
Formerly known as Sam ’76, this light and 
hazy lager is easy-drinking, featuring a light-
bodied and hazy character with bright citrus 
and tropical fruit notes of orange, mango 
and pineapple. It finishes clean and crisp. 
ABV: 4.7% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in February

Dogfish Head Hazy-O!
Hazy-O! is Dogfish Head’s new, “ooooh-so-
juicy” hazy IPA brewed with four types of 
oats – malted oats, rolled oats, naked oats 
and oat milk – for a beer that’s incredibly 
juicy and hop-forward yet also smooth and 
refreshing. Chock-full of tropical notes of 
citrus, mango and pineapple, this beer’s 

silky soft and creamy mouthfeel make it drink like a 
5% ABV session sipper, even though it’s a 7.1% ABV 
powerhouse. ABV: 7.1% Packages: 12 oz. cans and 
draft Availability: Year-round, beginning in February

Truly Iced Tea  
Hard Seltzer Mix Pack
Introducing Truly Iced 
Tea Hard Seltzer! This 
new, exciting innovation 
combines refreshing 
hard seltzer with real 
brewed tea and fruit 
flavor for a uniquely 
delicious, flavorful drink. 
This convenient variety pack 
includes four refreshing flavors: Lemon Tea, Raspberry 
Tea, Peach Tea and Strawberry Tea. ABV: 5.0% 
Packages: 2/12-pack Variety (Now), 12 oz. cans 
Lemon Tea (March), 24 oz. cans Lemon Tea (Now) 
Availability: Year-round 

Truly EXTRA  
Hard Seltzer
Truly EXTRA Hard Seltzer is a 
refreshing hard seltzer with 
8% ABV available in two 
flavors: Black Raspberry and 
Peach Mango. ABV: 8.0% 
Package: 16 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March

Angry Orchard  
Peach Mango Hard Cider
Angry Orchard Peach Mango offers that 
crisp, fresh apple flavor you expect from 
Angry Orchard combined with the ripe, 
vibrant flavors from peach and mango to 
bring a bright juiciness to this 
new hard cider. ABV: 5.0% 
Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in February

Angry Orchard  
Strawberry Hard Cider

Angry Orchard Strawberry combines 
fresh apple flavor with ripe strawberry 
juiciness for a balanced, slightly sweet 
hard cider with a refreshing finish. 
ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in February

Non-
Alcoholic
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Guinness Nitro Cold Brew  
Hard Coffee
This is the ultimate hard coffee brew. There 
is no denying the similarities between coffees 
and stouts, from roasty, chocolaty notes to 
a smooth and creamy mouthfeel. Guinness, 
the progenitor of stout and nitro beer, brings 
the perfect marriage of beer and coffee: 
introducing Guinness Nitro Cold Brew Coffee 
Stout. With notes of roasted coffee, chocolate 
and caramel, Guinness Nitro Cold Brew Coffee Stout 
is a perfect brew to share … or not. ABV: 4.0% 
Package: 14.9 oz. cans only Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in February

Smirnoff Ice ZERO Sugar  
New Flavors
Smirnoff Ice is known for quality drinks bursting with 
flavor and the right balance of citrus and sweet. Smirnoff 
Ice ZERO Sugar is no exception! Smirnoff Ice ZERO 
Sugar has 2.5g carbs, 4.5% ABV, fewer than 100 
calories and, of course, 0g sugar, with 100% Smirnoff 
Ice flavor. This spring, the Smirnoff Ice ZERO Sugar 
Fun Pack includes four exciting new flavors in 12 oz. 
slim cans:

Smirnoff Ice ZERO Sugar Original: Lightly 
carbonated with a delicious citrus bite and a refreshing 
effervescence. 

Smirnoff Ice ZERO Sugar Black Cherry: Bright, sweet 
cherry aroma with a lightly floral palate and hints of 
jammy red fruit.

Smirnoff Ice ZERO Sugar Raspberry: Sweet, berry-
like aroma with a tart and jammy profile.

Smirnoff Ice ZERO Sugar Orange: Juicy, citrus aroma 
with a fresh and pleasantly tart orange finish.

ABV: 4.5% Package: 12 oz. slim cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in March

Smirnoff Ice SMASH  
Red, White & Berry
This popular Smirnoff flavor will soon be available 
in Smirnoff’s 8% ABV SMASH lineup. A harmonious 
blend of bright red cherries and blue raspberry with 

a refreshing citrus finish creates a 
refreshing malt beverage, perfect any 
time of the year. ABV: 8.0% 
Package: 23.5 oz. cans 
only Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in February 805 Cerveza

A new light beer with a simple twist, 
easy-drinking – lime included. Built 
for a lifestyle well-lived across any 
border, imported from California. 
Una Mas Cerveza. ABV: 4.5% 
Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 24 oz. 
cans and draft Availability: Now! 
Year-round

Firestone Walker Mind Haze 
Double IPA
Let your mind wander into Firestone Walker’s 
Mind Haze Double IPA – their juiciest, fruitiest 
and haziest IPA ever, made for the maximum 
in tropical hop flavor. Mind Haze Double IPA is 
all about taking the brewery’s signature Mind 
Haze IPA to the next level. In the words of 
Brewmaster Matt Brynildson, “We challenged 
ourselves to create amazing hop flavors with luscious 
textures, and to ultimately deliver all of the hedonistic 
flavor and strength you could ever want from a hazy IPA.” 
ABV: 8.3% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and 24 oz. cans 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in January

Smirnoff Ice Spicy Tamarind
This flavored malt beverage starts 
with the taste of candied tamarind 
with layers of flavor and a hint of 
salt, followed by balanced sweet 
and sour tamarind and finishing 
with a spicy heat. ABV: 5.0% 
Package: 12 oz.bottles only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in January 
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SanTan Sacred Stave 
CaraMellow Salted 
Caramel Whiskey
Chill down and mellow out! CaraMellow 
is a blend of premium whiskies and 
salted caramel liqueur. It’s a sweet treat 
neat or spritzed with soda. ABV: 35.0% 

Packages: 50mL and 750mL bottles 
Availability: Now! Year-round

SanTan  
Sacred Stave  
Arizona Bourbon Whiskey
Made with 28% Rye malt, aged in oak and 
finished in hand-selected wine barrels, this high 
rye bourbon has notes of toasted oak, stewed 
fruit and caramel. ABV: 90.0% Package: 750mL 
bottles only Availability: Now! Year-round

 SanTan Sacred Stave  
Arizona Rye
Made with 95/5 rye whiskey, Arizona Rye is aged 
in oak and finished in Tawny Port and Madeira 

barrels, with a nose of baking spaces, cinnamon 
and slight oak, and tasting notes of gingerbread, 
honeycomb and sweet cereal. 
ABV: 45.0% Package: 750mL bottles 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

SanTan  
Saint Anne’s Vodka

Distilled from select corn, this traditional 
vodka is a clean and versatile vessel for 
typical vodka cocktails. The everyday go-to 
standby. ABV: 40.0% Package: 750mL 
bottles only Availability: Now! Year-round

New Belgium Fruit Smash  
Hard Seltzer
A new hard seltzer made with real fruit and real flavor 
reminiscent of the bold brands and flavors that new-
to-seltzer drinkers grew up drinking. Fruit Smash has 
all the better-for-you attributes that customers expect, 
along with colorful, stand-out packaging, real fruit 
flavor and younger brand presence to attract new 
drinkers. Each 12 oz. can is just 100 calories and 4.7% 
ABV with 0g added sugar. The Variety Pack includes 
Berry Blast, Tropical Punch and Pink Lemonade. 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in March

Flying Embers Hard Seltzer: 
Botanicals Fruit & Flora 
Collection
A harmonious interplay of 
bold fruits and delicate floras, 
the Fruit & Flora Botanicals 
collection was brewed to 
satiate while infusing inspiration 
with every sip. This hard 
seltzer variety 6-pack includes 
Clementine Hibiscus, Black 
Cherry Rose and Passionfruit Elderflower. ABV: 5.0% 
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now! Year-round

Flying Embers Hard Seltzer: 
Tropicals Sweet & Heat 
Collection
Perfectly paired with any 
occasion, the Sweet & 
Heat Tropical collection was 
refreshingly crafted to bring 
the heat and beat the heat, 
all in one can. This hard 
seltzer variety 6-pack includes 
Watermelon Chili, Guava 
Jalapeno and Pineapple 
Cayenne. ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Huss Brewing Low Lo Hazy IPA
New Low Lo Hazy IPA joins Arizona Light Lager in the 
Huss active lifestyle family of beers! The first low-calorie 
IPA from this local brewery showcases a ton of fruit 
on the nose with candied pineapple, melon, peach 
and tangerine notes prevalent in this invigorating light 
brew. Pale yellow in color with a crisp and delicious 
finish, a perfect blend of Idaho 7, Mosaic and 
Amarillo hops make this a 
hophead’s dream – without 
the guilt. ABV: 4.0% 
Packages: 12 oz. cans 
and draft Availability: Now! 
Year-round
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Coors Seltzer Mango 24 oz. Cans
Now available in a 24 oz. can, Coors 
Seltzer Mango is bright and refreshing 
with 190 calories and 4.5% ABV. The 
best part? Choosing Coors Seltzer Mango 
impacts America’s rivers in a real way. 
Every 12-pack purchased helps restore 
500 gallons of water to the nation’s 
rivers, thanks to a per-case donation to 
the Change the Course River Initiative. 
Overall, the brand is committed to restoring 
1 billion gallons of water in one year. 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in 
February

Blue Moon Share Pack –  
Now in Cans!
Warmer weather is right around the corner. And no 
matter what you’re up to, warmer weather activities 
are better when they’re shared with those you care 
about. The same goes for good beer, and Blue Moon is 
going to make sure consumers have something special 
for any taste. With Blue Moon Belgian White, Blue 
Moon Mango Wheat and Blue Moon Honey Daze, 
this variety pack is a perfect way to showcase Blue 
Moon’s craftsmanship and bring some variety to any 
hangout. The 2/12 can package will replace the 2/12 
bottle variety. Availability: Year-round (flavors change 
throughout the year), beginning in March

Blue Moon Mango Wheat  
12 oz. Cans 

With warmer weather comes brighter 
beer, and Blue Moon Mango Wheat, soon 
available in cans, fits the bill! Mango 
Wheat is crafted with mangos and a hint 
of honey for a mild sweetness, bright 
orange color and cloudy wheat haze. Cans 
of Mango Wheat will replace bottles this 
spring. ABV: 5.4% Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March

Upslope Electrolyte Series 
Spiked Snowmelt Variety Pack
Upslope teamed up with fellow Boulder-based sports 
nutrition company Skratch Labs for their new Electrolyte 
Series. Made by infusing their original hard seltzer 
recipe with Skratch Labs’ Sport Hydration Drink Mix, 
the Electrolyte Series delivers electrolytes and ascorbic 
acid without artificial sweeteners, isolates, colors, or 
preservatives. Each can of Electrolyte Series Spiked 
Snowmelt weighs in at 5% ABV and is 105 calories 
with only 3g of carbs and 2g of sugars. Like the rest 

of the Spiked Snowmelt lineup, the 
Electrolyte Series is gluten free 
and the perfect companion for 
health conscious drinkers living the 
active outdoor lifestyle. The Variety 
12-pack of 12 oz. cans includes 
Passionfruit & Mango, Grapefruit 
& Hops and Peach Lemonade. 

Availability: Now! Year-round

Superior Cerveza
Now available for the first time in the U.S., Superior 
Cerveza is known by Mexican consumers as a great 

tasting, full-bodied lager style beer. 
First brewed in 1896 at the Brewery 
Moctezuma in Orizaba, Veracruz, 
Superior will soon be celebrating 

125 years of brewing 
excellence. ABV: 4.6% 
Packages: 12 and 24 oz. 
cans and 10.14 oz. 
bottles Availability: Now! 
Year-round

Crook & Marker Lime Margarita
Margaritas are beloved for their flavor and refreshment, 
but not the 300 calories and up to 30 grams of sugar 
that often come with them. That’s about to change. 
Debuting in 2021, Crook & Marker Lime Margaritas 
are fresh-tasting, perfectly ready-to-go USDA Organic 
canned cocktails infused with premium Blue Agave 
Tequilana. These new 
versions of America’s 
#1 cocktail are made 
with organic supergrain 
alcohol and have full 
flavor, zero sugar, 1g carbs, 
100 calories per can and 5% 
ABV. Packages: 11.5 
and 19.2 oz. cans 
Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in March 

NewPACKAGES
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White Claw Hard Seltzer  
Variety 24-Pack 
Now available in a 24-pack of 12 oz. cans, the White Claw Hard 
Seltzer Variety includes three of the brand’s most popular flavors: 
Mango, Black Cherry and Watermelon. Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in February

Flying Embers  
Hard Kombucha 6-packs
Previously available in 4-pack cans, Flying Embers Hard 
Kombucha is now available in 6-packs of 12 oz. cans. 
Available flavors include Black Cherry (pictured) plus 
Ginger, Grapefruit, Pineapple Chili and Wild Berry. 
Availability: Now!

New Belgium VooDoo Ranger 
IPA 6-Pack Cans

New Belgium’s VooDoo 
Ranger IPA is getting a slight 
makeover. To increase shelf 
impact and optimize sales, 
IPA will be available in a 
new 6-pack of 12 oz. cans. 
Availability: Now!

Huss Brewing New Cans
During the pandemic, while most people were stuck 
at home learning how to make banana bread, Huss 
Brewing founder Leah Huss was hard at work on a 
fresh new look for the Huss family of beers. A bright, 
modern, southwest vibe shines through on each distinct 
can. Look for the fresh new look on shelves throughout 
Tucson as the new year rolls on!

Miller Lite St. Patrick’s Day 
Aluminum Pints

St. Patrick’s Day is officially on this year. Get 
the “Green Lite” to celebrate with Miller Lite 

limited-edition aluminum 16 and 24 oz. 
pints, featuring the fan-favorite bearded 
man and Miller Lite’s rally cry: “It’s Miller 
Time.” Availability: March

NewPACKAGES

Guinness Draught Stout  
Sláinte Cans 
Just in time for St. Patrick’s Day, Guinness Draught 
Stout will be available for a limited time in special-
edition 14.9 oz. Sláinte cans. With its distinctively 
dark appearance and velvety smooth finish, Guinness 
strikes the perfect balance between bitter and sweet 
with roasted barley, hops for bittering and malt 
extract. Guinness’ malted barley is roasted in a similar 
way to coffee beans, which gives Guinness Draught 
Stout its distinctive dark color and stormy profile. 
Package: 14.9 oz. cans only Availability: Now!
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good2grow
good2grow produces better-for-you children’s 
juices featuring no spill, collectable 3D 

character tops. There are over 
200 hundred 
characters from 
the largest names 
in entertainment 

including Disney, 
Nickelodeon, Pixar and more. 
good2grow is launching 
new characters from 3 of 
today’s hottest properties: 
Baby Shark, Blue’s Clues 
and Jurassic World. All of 
their juices have no sugar 
added and no artificial colors, 
flavors, or preservatives. Bring home a smile 
with good2grow today! Availability: Now! 
Year-round

good2grow PODZ
good2grow PODZ is launching 
new characters from the WWE and 
The Mandalorian on Disney Plus. 
Baby Yoda, the Mandalorian 
and John Cena are all coming 
to PODZ! good2grow PODZ is a 
line of flavored water 
featuring detailed 3D 
character tops. There 
are characters from 
the largest names 

in entertainment 
including WWE, Star Wars, 
Disney and more. These 
flavored waters are a good 
source of Vitamin D and 
Calcium. Bring home a 
smile with good2grow PODZ. 
Availability: Now! Year-round

A New Look for Dogfish Head  
90 Minute IPA

Dogfish Head’s continually 
hopped Imperial IPA has a 

powerful malt backbone 
that stands up to the 
beer’s extreme hopping 
rate for a pungent, 
not crushing, hop 
flavor. 90 Minute IPA’s 
new packaging design 

features hand-drawn illustrations 
depicting the brewery’s original continual 
hopping machine, an old-school vibrating 
football game. Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in early 2021

A New Look for Dogfish Head 
SeaQuench Ale
SeaQuench Ale is a session sour mash-up of a crisp 
kölsch, a salty gose and a tart Berliner Weiss brewed 
in sequence with black limes, sour lime juice and 
sea salt. The result is a citrusy-tart union that has 
captured the attention and hearts of beer, wine and 

margarita drinkers alike. SeaQuench 
Ale’s new packaging design evokes 
a nautical-themed spirit with hand-
drawn ocean waves and a floating buoy. 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in 
early 2021

A New Flavor in the Truly  
Hard Seltzer Citrus Variety Pack 
The Truly Citrus Variety Pack has a new flavor! Joining 
Grapefruit, Lime and Lemon is new Citrus Squeeze – 
a refreshing mash-up of orange, grapefruit and lime with 
top notes of tropical fruit. The new flavor is launching 
with a limited-edition can created in partnership 
with world-renowned artist Gemma O’Brien to build 
excitement for this mix pack and draw drinker’s attention. 
Availability: Now! Year-round Firestone Walker  

Double Barrel Ale
DBA is the beer that started it all for Firestone 
Walker back in 1996 – an innovative British 
pale ale that still stands the test of time. 
To celebrate their 25th anniversary, they’re 
reimagining the iconic beer (the formula and 
the look) in a way that celebrates its origin. 
ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. bottles only 
Availability: March

Non-
Alcoholic

Non-
Alcoholic
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Blue Moon Honey Daze
There’s a new Blue Moon brewed for 
spring and summer 2021, and it’s 
as sweet and easygoing as a sunny 
day. Blue Moon Honey Daze is light, 
refreshing, and brewed with real clover honey for 
a dash of sweet sun-kissed flavor, with only 114 
calories. Between a name that customers are 

familiar with and a taste they’ll 
love, it’s a sure-fire hit in 
the realm of spring/
summer seasonal 
beers. ABV: 3.9% 
Package: 12 oz. 
cans only 
Availability: March

New Belgium Wild Ride 30th 
Anniversary Amber IPA
To celebrate their 30th anniversary, New 
Belgium brewed a special hop-forward 
tribute to the beloved Fat Tire. Dry-hopped 
with Mosaic, Galaxy, Idaho 7 and Sabro 
hops, Wild Ride has a decidedly American-style 

aroma that rolls right over 
malty-sweet and fruity amber 
characteristics. It’s a perfect 
reflection of the last 30 
years – totally recognizable, 
a little unexpected, and 
easy to love. What a wild 

ride it’s been. ABV: 7.0% 
Packages: 12 oz. cans and 

draft Availability: February

New Belgium VooDoo Ranger 
Captain Dynamite IPA
Locked, stocked and fully hopped. This 
hazy IPA is juiced with Mosaic, Simcoe 
and Cascade hops adding full aromas of 
pineapple and guava and exploding with tropical citrus 

flavors. This IPA was the 
winner of the second annual 
Vote Voodoo campaign, 
gaining over 25,000 votes 
from New Belgium’s biggest 
fans to become the next 

rotating IPA. ABV: 7.7% 
Packages: 12 oz. cans and 
draft Availability: January

Mike’s Hard Pomegranate 
Blueberry Lemonade 
Taste the sweetness of ripe blueberry and 
the unmistakably authentic pomegranate 
in Mike’s newest seasonal flavor. Mike’s 

Hard Pomegranate Blueberry Lemonade 
has just the right balance of 
sweetness and tartness that 
makes every sip refreshing. 

ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. 
bottles only Availability: Now!

Alaskan Brewing Hazy Bay  
Juicy IPA
This new limited release is a juicy and 
flavorful hazy IPA with a prominent hop 
character reflecting fresh citrus, tropical 
fruit and stone fruit flavor. ABV: 6.0% 
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: February

When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are 
available in limited or extremely limited quantities. 
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their 
specialty beers and Finley does all we can to get as 
much product as possible. In addition, this publication 
is compiled months prior to the decision made by the 
brewery to allocate their products to the wholesaler. 
Variations in production for some of these limited 
release offerings will fluctuate, resulting in lower 
quantities than anticipated.

Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with 
your Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will 
be able to offer similar suggestions.

SeasonalSELECTIONS

NEW!

NEW!
NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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Dogfish Head Sun-Day-Feels
Inspired by everyone’s favorite fruit-forward brunch 
libation, Sun-Day-Feels is a laid-back beermosa sour 
brewed with peaches, grapes and citrus. Bursting with 

inviting aromas of fresh peaches, 
bright citrus and, of course, 

champagne, this crisp and spritzy 
libation features colorful artwork 
by Ryan Besch, the collaborating 
artist for Dogfish Head’s 
2021 Off-Centered Art Series. 
ABV: 6.5% Package: 12 oz. 
bottles only Availability: February

Samuel Adams Cold Snap
Reformulated this year, Cold Snap is an unfiltered 
white ale with an exotic blend of ten fruits and 
spices: orange zest, vanilla, lemon zest, coriander, 
rose hips, hibiscus, powdered plum, grains of 
paradise, anise and tamarind. Bright orange 
notes and a touch of vanilla add smooth, subtle 
sweetness for a crisp flavor that signals spring is 
on its way. ABV: 5.3% Package: 12 oz. bottles 
only Availability: Now!

Smirnoff Zero Sugar Seltzer 
Seasonal Variety Pack
The Smirnoff Zero Sugar Seltzer Seasonal 2/12-pack 
Variety includes three new flavors: Peach, Blackberry 
and Raspberry, as well as fan favorite Cranberry Lime. 
Each seltzer has 90 calories, 1g carbs and no artificial 
flavors at a sessionable 5% ABV. Availability: January

Firestone Walker  
Crafted Thru Hops IPA  
Mixed Pack with Nectaron
From Firestone Walker’s Propagator R&D brewhouse in 
Venice, California comes Nectaron – the next release in 
the single-hop Propagator Series, available exclusively 
in the latest Crafted Thru Hops IPA Mixed Pack of cans. 
Nectaron is an emerging hop 
from New Zealand, prized by 
the Firestone Walker brewing 
team for its juicy, tropical flavors 
of passion fruit and citrus. 
This mix also features three 
signature Firestone Walker 
IPAs: Mind Haze, Union Jack 
and Luponic Distortion. 
Availability: January

Abita Mardi Gras Bock
Mardi Gras Bock is brewed with pale, pilsner and 
caramel malts and German Perle hops. Similar to 

a German Maibock with its rich 
malt flavor and full body, Mardi 

Gras Bock brings the fun 
of carnival season to you, 
wherever you are. ABV: 6.5% 
Package: 12 oz. bottles only 
Availability: Now!

Huss Brewing CenPho  
Local Citrus IPA
This neighborhood citrus IPA utilizes the fruit from the 
backyards of Huss’s central Phoenix neighborhoods. 
Oranges, lemons, tangelos and grapefruits from 
historical neighborhoods and groves comprise this 
special brew. ABV: 6.5% Packages: 12 oz. cans and 
draft Availability: February

Lagunitas  
StereoHopic Volume #1 

Lagunitas’ StereoHopic Series 
channels their 25+ year hop 
love affair into a spotlight on two 
special varietals at a time. This first volume 

shows what happens when New Zealand’s 
citrus/mango-y specialty, Nelson Sauvin, 
and one of Yakima’s heavy hitters, Mosaic, 
get together. ABV: 7.2% Package: 12 oz. 
bottles only Availability: Now!

NEW!
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Schilling Emerald City 
Blackberry Pear

This cider is rich, balanced, and 
berry intense. Crafted from fresh-
pressed apple, blackberry, and pear 
juice, this potion whispers tales of an 
epic journey. Get lost in the clouds 
and let Emerald City whisk you away 
to the wonderful world of Schilling. 
ABV: 6.7% Package: 12 oz. cans only 
Availability: February

Shiner Birthday Beer 112: 
Candied Pecan
To celebrate Shiner Brewery’s 112th birthday, Candied 
Pecan is brewed with roasted praline pecans from 
the Millican Pecan Company. This seasonal beer 
delivers sweet notes of vanilla, caramel and brown 
sugar. ABV: 6.0% Package: 12 oz. bottles only 
Availability: Now!

Shiner Strawberry Blonde
Shiner, TX is known for beer. Poteet, TX is known 
for strawberries. This winter, the best of both worlds 
comes together in one tasty beer. Brewed with juicy, 
homegrown strawberries from the strawberry capital 
of Texas and a mix of pale and wheat malts for a 
crisp finish, Shiner Strawberry Blonde is ripe for the 
drinking. ABV: 4.3% Package: 12 oz. bottles only 
Availability: March

Leinenkugel’s Summer Shandy
The shandy was first introduced by Franz Kugler after a bicycle race in 
Munich in 1922. His tavern was overrun by thirsty cyclists, so he cut his 
beer with lemonade and soda so they wouldn’t run out. This inspired the 
Leinenkugel family to combine their Weiss beer with natural fruit flavors to 
create refreshing and delicious Shandys, a crisp and refreshing fruit beer 
perfect for a long summer day, family BBQ, a fall picnic, or holiday get 
togethers. ABV: 4.25% Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 12 oz. cans and draft 
Availability: Bottles now, cans and draft in March

Bell’s Hopslam Ale
Starting with six different 
hop varietals added to 
the brew kettle and 
culminating with a 
massive dry-hop addition 
of Simcoe hops, Bell’s 
Hopslam Ale possesses 
the most complex 
hopping schedule in 
the Bell’s repertoire. 
Selected specifically 

because of their aromatic 
qualities, these Pacific Northwest varieties contribute a 
pungent blend of grapefruit, stone fruit and floral notes. 
A generous malt bill and a solid dollop of honey provide 
just enough body to keep the balance in check, resulting 
in a remarkably drinkable rendition of the Double India 
Pale Ale style. ABV: 10.0% Packages: 12 oz. bottles 
and draft Availability: January
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Dogfish Head 
SeaQuench Ale
Dogfish Head, a player in the sour category since the 
debut of Festina Pêche in 2007, released SeaQuench 
Ale in 2016, which seemingly catapulted sours to the 
top of the charts in recent years. A year of R&D went into 
DFH’s session sour mash-up of crisp Kölsch, salty Gose 
and tart Berliner Weiss, brewed in sequence with black 
limes, sour lime juice and sea salt. SeaQuench is a top-

selling sour, with a 55% share 
of craft domestic specialty 
sours YTD*. “It’s a sour style, 
but it also has the DNA of a 
minerally Pinot Gris, the DNA of 
a Margarita and it’s designed 
to pair with seafood,” Sam 
Calagione told Craft Business 
Daily. “And being low-cal and 
brewed with salt, it plays in the 
BFY space.” Clocking in at just 
4.9% ABV, this citrusy-tart union 
has captured the attention 
and hearts of beer, wine and 
margarita drinkers alike. 

Borderlands
Citrana

Inspired by the 
traditional German 
gose, Citrana is a 
kettle sour brewed with 
coriander, sea salt, and 
cardamom. All spices 
are sourced from local 
provider Maya Tea Co. 
It offers a refreshingly 
tart flavor and light 
citrus and herbal 
aroma. Citrana is a 
great introduction into 
sour beers.

College Street 
V. Beauregarde
V. Beauregarde Blueberry Sour Ale is a Berliner-style 
sour ale. Available year-round, it is unfiltered with a 
pleasant tartness and a smooth, dry blueberry finish. 
Much like its namesake, V. Beauregard has plenty of 

sass. Just don’t drink too 
many or you may turn into 
a blueberry.

Sours are one of the fastest-growing beer segments 
in America and provide powerful refreshment 
and layers of complexity, appealing to all sorts 
of consumers, from craft beer fanatics to wine 
enthusiasts, kombucha lovers and even BFY buffs. 
These thirst-quenching, palate-pleasing brews are 
easy to drink, often have modest ABVs & fairly 
low calorie content and they taste damn good! 
However, brewing these unique beers is a complex 
and arduous task, which can be expensive and time 
consuming. They’re created by intentionally exposing 
the brew to wild yeast and/or bacteria strains to 
create the sour taste (think yogurt). This makes 
things tricky for brewers, as sours typically can’t be 
made in the same space as other beers, requiring 
breweries to expand their existing space or create an 
entirely new one. But sours give brewers the chance 
to showcase their creativity and push the boundaries 
of beer… and consumers are here for it. Whether 
modern or brewed for years, these versatile beers 
are in demand and worthy of your attention. 

*Craft Business Daily September 2020

SWEET SOURSon
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Ska Mod Project 
Pink Vapor Stew
Experimental ales deserve a mad laboratory of 
their own. Ska’s Mod facility delivers assorted 
seven-barrel-batches of blended and experimental 
offerings. Many Mod recipes call for local fruits and 

fermentation in barrels 
from Ska’s sister distillery, 
Peach Street Distillers, 
out of Palisade, Colorado. 
Pink Vapor Stew is a 
tropical medley of citrus, 
sour and tart flavors 
blended together originally 
for Ska’s 21st Anniversary 
party. Citra and Belma 
hops combine with beets, 
carrots, ginger and apples 
turning this brew into a 
pink vapor stew!

New Belgium 
Sour IPA
There’s a point on every kite that’s critical to get 
right. It’s called the “Bridle Point.” It’s where the 
tow string connects to the kite. Misplacing that 
point by one inch can make all the difference when 
trying to get lift. But when you nail it, that thing 
soars. That’s what the addition of refreshing acidity 

from New Belgium’s iconic 
Wood Cellar does to this 
hazy IPA. It pushes all 
those juicy fruity qualities 
forward and adds a flash 
of refreshing acidity that 
truly elevates this hazy 
IPA to new levels. The 
New Belgium brewers 
have been dry-hopping 
sours for over a decade 
and just couldn’t resist 
the opportunity to apply 
that knowledge to a fruit-
forward, hazy IPA. They 
think you’ll like the result.

Anderson Valley 
Tropical Hazy Sour Ale
The beer is brewed to be pleasingly tart and 
refreshing using a traditional kettle souring 
method, similar to Anderson Valley’s renowned 
and award-winning gose series of beers. Tropical 
flavors are introduced in the fermentation process 

through the use 
of real guava and 
passion fruit. Finally, 
leaving the beer 
hazy results in a 
more aromatic beer 
and adds to the 
overall balance of 
the beverage. As a 
bonus, it’s also low-
calorie and low-carb!

Great Divide 
Strawberry Rhubarb  
Sour Ale

Strawberry Rhubarb Sour 
Ale is a gift for the senses. 
Strawberry is the yin to 
rhubarb’s yang – the sweet 
to the tart. This beautiful 
partnership creates a beer 
that glows ruby in the glass, 
bursts with strawberry aroma, 
and bites with every sip. 
Bright and effervescent, this 
sour is a fun and refreshing, 
lip-puckering treat perfect for 
every occasion, any time of 
the year.
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Earn Your Crown 
with Corona Premier 
and Corona  
Hard Seltzer
Corona is starting the year strong 
with an all-new Corona Premier 
and Corona Hard Seltzer New 
Year program. By partnering 
with cutting-edge brands in 
the betterment category, like 
Echelon and House Plant Box, 
Corona will motivate consumers 
to “Earn Your Crown” and 
make it their best year yet. 
The program will be supported 
with digital and social media, 
on- and off-premise point-of-
sale and a national consumer 
sweepstakes. In addition, a local 
sweepstakes will be available, 
giving away Echelon equipment 
and class memberships. 

Corona Premier 
Sponsors the  
2021 U.S. Open
Corona Premier is back for year 
three of its golf-centric thematic 
retail program! This year, the brand 
is partnering with Rickie Fowler 
to drive excitement around the 
golf season. Through a continued 
partnership with the USGA, Corona 
Premier will give consumers the 
opportunity to win tickets to the 
2021 U.S. Open tournament, or 
instantly win some of the latest 
and greatest in golf tech. The 
program will be supported by an all 
new point-of-sale bundle featuring 
Torrey Pines, plus digital and 
social media, TV media during 
major golf tournaments and 
sports properties and a continued 
partnership with TravisMathew.

Find Your Bracket 
Beach with Corona 
Corona and Kenny Smith are coming 
back to the Corona Hotline to help 
consumers Find their Bracket Beach 
during the March basketball season. 
Kenny will be operating the hotline all 
tournament long, helping consumers 
get ready for the action by partnering 
with Fanatics, the global leader of 
licensed sports merchandise. When 
consumers call the hotline, they can 
instantly win Fanatics FANCASH, 
allowing them to purchase official 
NCAA and NBA apparel or licensed 
memorabilia and collectibles. The 
program is supported by point-of-
sale, a dedicated TV spot for March 
basketball and a robust media plan, 
including TV impressions in almost 
every round of the tournament. Make 
your picks and find your bracket 
beach with Corona!

Belt the Next Champ with 
Modelo and UFC
Casa Modelo is partnering with UFC for the fourth 
year in a row. Building Modelo’s equity as the Official 
Beer of UFC, the brand is giving fans unprecedented 
access with the chance to join Dana White in the 
octagon to belt the next champion. Additional 
marketing support will include a UFC homepage 
takeover and digital banners, social support across 
both Modelo and UFC handles, TV media and new 
on- and off-premise merchandising tools. 
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Heineken 0.0:  
The Unofficial  
Beer of Resolutions
In 2021 Heineken 0.0 will amplify 
its position as the drink of choice 
for those who still want a refreshing 
beer but want to avoid the alcohol. 
In addition to being the unofficial 
beer of resolutions, Heineken 0.0 
will also support consumers in their 
journey to stay dry by partnering 
with a “better-for-you” company and 
providing resolution-oriented health 
and wellness giveaways. 

Soccer Anytime with 
Heineken
Whether it’s connecting with fans via 
the MLS, UCL or Euro sponsorships, 
Heineken is the only beer served in as 
many countries as the beautiful game 
is played, and the brand chooses to 
support its fans because of the passion, 
excitement and commitment they show 
to soccer every day. Whether you’re a fan 
of the foreign leagues or your allegiance 
is to the MLS, in 2021, Heineken will 
remove barriers between fans and their 
passions with Soccer Anytime.

Augment Your Reality 
with Corona  
Hard Seltzer
Through February, Corona 
Hard Seltzer will offer an 
augmented reality experience 
for consumers to engage with 
the brand and access recipe 
content. In stores, consumers 
will be directed to scan a QR 
code on point-of-sale to unlock 
recipe content and enter to win 
a Corona Hard Seltzer branded 
hammock. At home, consumers will 
be served geotargeted social media to 
prompt them to open the experience. 
They will be able to look at each 
product in a tropical AR setting as well 
as view recipes for each flavor. From 
the at-home experience, consumers 
can also click to add all ingredients to 
their shopping cart via Basketful. In 
addition to in-store point-of-sale and 
social media, large and small format 
display pieces will be available. 

Pacifico Returns as the Official Beer of 
the U.S. Ski & Snowboard Team
The independent spirit embodied by the surfers who first discovered 
Pacifico is carried on by the brand and drinkers today – those looking 
to unleash the independent spirit within them. This distinctive 
positioning and lifestyle naturally extend to skiing and snowboarding, 
and sponsorships of the U.S. Ski & Snowboard team. The U.S. Ski 
& Snowboard team is made up of athletes with independent spirits 
– pioneers excelling every single day in their sport. Though many of 
the events are not allowing spectators, Pacifico will receive national 
television coverage through on-course signage and media buys. 
Additionally, Pacifico has partnered with ski and snowboard athlete 
ambassadors Jamie Anderson, Brita Sigourney, Tom Wallish and Kyle 
Mack to further build the brand’s credibility in the action sports space. 
The sponsorship will also be supported with paid social media, retail 
templates and point-of-sale featuring the ambassadors. 
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New Year New Skill 
with White Claw 
This winter, White Claw is giving 
consumers the chance to win a 
Masterclass membership to learn a 
new skill this year! Masterclass is the 
leading portal for online classes led 
by the best instructors in the world. 
Tony Hawk teaches skateboarding, 
while Serena Williams teaches tennis! 
Consumers can choose between 
learning about fitness, music, cooking, 
etc. Between January 1 and March 
31, consumers can enter to win one 
of 500 gift cards to use towards 
learning a new skill on one of the most 
popular virtual streaming platforms.

White Claw  
Latin Billboard  
Music Awards  
Ticket Giveaway
White Claw is giving away two 
highly-coveted tickets to the 
Latin Billboard Music Awards, 
the #1 Spanish language 
program, through a text-to-win 
sweepstakes this winter! 

Go HARDER at Home
Mike’s HARDER continues to be a 
driving force in the market as the 
#1 FMB singles brand and growing 
+12% in dollar sales. Dedicate shelf 
space to the singles consumers want, 
by focusing on HARDER. 

HARDER consumers love movies, 
and what better way to survive the 
winter than enjoying the newest 
movies from the comfort of your 
home. Until March 31, consumers 
have the chance to win over 3,500 
of the latest movie releases from 
FandangoNOW!

Vizzy Teams Up  
with ClassPass
Vizzy knows that one size does 
NOT fit all, so they’re partnering 
with ClassPass to help consumers 
achieve their new year resolutions. 
By providing access to in-studio, 
at-home, on-demand and outdoor 
workouts at partner studios, 
ClassPass allows users to pick 
the workout that works for them 
at any moment in their lives. 
Whether it’s leg day, a quick yoga 
session before brunch, or a round 
of boxing, ClassPass has you 
covered. Until March 1, 2021, 
consumers can enter for a chance 
to win credits by either scanning 
the QR code on point-of-sale or 
accessing the URL site supported 
with social and digital media.
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Get Ready for  
Some Big Game 
Flavor with Truly
This January, Truly will score a 
championship victory as drinkers 
celebrate with an all-star lineup 
headlined by rookie sensation 
Truly Iced Tea! Thematic point-of-
sale will leverage Truly displays, 
driving awareness and pull during 
a key selling period.

Brackets and Beers 
is a SAM DUNK!
March Madness returns in 2021 
for what will be the biggest sports-
media event of the spring. Beer 
sales increase 20%* during March 
Madness and Samuel Adams is 
showing up big as the Official Beer 
of the Big East. A comprehensive 
program includes thematic 
basketball point-of-sale including 
digital pop-a-shots, new wearables 
and gamified coasters and table 
tents in addition to high-visibility 
media investments featuring 
“Your Cousin from Boston” on TV 
and digital. 

*WalletHub March Madness Stats 
& Facts, 3/13/19

Full Court Flavor  
with Truly
Are you ready for the most exciting 
month in sports? Truly is ready for 
the mania with the ultimate triple 
threat: the MVP Lemonade, core 
Variety Packs and Truly Iced Tea, this 
year’s rookie sensation. This lineup is 
supported by thematic point-of-sale 
that is sure to draw attention and 
drive sales. Get your brackets set, 
Full Court Flavor is here.

Truly Brings the 
Flavor to  
Spring Break
Kickoff spring break or get an early 
start to summer with Truly! Whether 
traveling or celebrating at home, 
Truly will help spring breakers Bring 
the Flavor all month long. Activation 
tools targeting legal age drinkers 
will be sure to spark excitement and 
highlight Truly as the go-to seltzer for 
their spring break festivities.
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Guinness Rugby
Guinness is again the official 
beer sponsor of the Six Nations 
Rugby for 2021! Impactful 
point-of-sale will draw fans and 
spectators to this event over 
six weeks, while features and 
activation will drive excitement 
and sales.

Will You Accept  
this Rosé?
Smirnoff Rosé Seltzer will leverage 
a mix of events and social media 
extensions to drive consumer 
conversation, while bringing The 
Bachelor experience to stores to 
increase product footprint and drive 
demand. Consumers are urged 
to tune in to the new season of 
The Bachelor with their favorite 
Smirnoff Seltzer.

Celebrate St. Pat’s 
with Zero Sugar
Consumers can enjoy 
St. Patrick’s Day with 0 
sweeteners, 0 sugar and 
only 90 calories when they 
celebrate with Smirnoff Hard 
Seltzer. Accounts can utilize 
the Smirnoff Seltzer St. 
Patrick’s Day point-of-sale to 
engage with seltzer consumers 
and allow them to ensure their 
St. Patrick’s Day is low calorie 
and full of flavor. 

Left Hand’s  
St. Paddy’s Day
Left Hand Brewing is celebrating 
St. Patrick’s Day with green 
packaging and a national 
“Golden Ticket” giveaway. Green 
St. Paddy’s Day packaging will 
begin hitting shelves in February. 
Additionally, “Golden Tickets” will 
be randomly placed in 6-packs 
of Milk Stout Nitro cans. Winning 
ticket holders will win a free RovR 
wheeled cooler and Left Hand 
swag bag. Consumers can also 
enter online for a chance to win.
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Shiner Bock Wins Gold at European Beer Star
At the European Beer Star 2020 
competition this November in 
Nuremberg, Germany, an international 
panel of brewing experts honored 
the Spoetzl Brewery by awarding the 
brewery’s iconic Shiner Bock a gold 
medal in the Session Beer category.

“We are very proud of our flagship 
Shiner Bock, so to receive this 
gold medal for it from one of the 
largest and most competitive beer 
competitions in the world is incredibly 
gratifying,” said Shiner Brewmaster, 

Jimmy Mauric. “Winning gold in the 
Session Beer category is a testament 
to just how well Shiner Bock balances 
its rich flavor with being refreshing and 
easy-drinking.” 

More than 2,000 beers from over 40 
different countries competed at the 
European Beer Star as a 72-member 
panel of master brewers, beer 
sommeliers and beer connoisseurs 
from around the world took part in a 
two-and-a-half-day blind tasting. 

This gold medal marks 
the second European 
Beer Star gold 
medal win for 
Shiner Bock, 
and it is the 
19th major 
award overall 
in international 
competition 
for Shiner 
Bock since the 
year 2000.

Escape to 
Salvatorfest
Paulaner USA is hosting a 
sweepstakes on Instagram 
through February 28, 
2021. The grand prize 
winner will receive a trip 
to the 2022 Salvatorfest 
in Munich, including VIP 
accommodations and 
a reserved table at the 
Paulaner tent!

805 and  
Tyler Bereman 
Dirtbike 
Giveaway 
Former super cross rider 
turned free-rider Tyler 
Bereman hits the dirt with 
805 in the spring. Between 
March 1st and April 30th, 
consumers can enter for 
a chance to win a custom 
KTM. Enhance your displays 
with custom point-of-sale 
promoting the giveaway. 

Cheers to #1
For the fourth year in a row, 
Bell’s Brewing has been voted 
the #1 brewery in America by 
the American Homebrewers 
Association. What’s more, 
the members also voted Two 
Hearted Ale as the #1 beer in 
America for the fourth straight 
year. Now that’s something to 
cheers to.
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First bit of good 
news about the 
new year is that 
it ain’t 2020. 
And while it 
might try, it likely 
won’t surpass 
its predecessor 

in terms of being horrible. Now that 
we’ve established that, let’s look 
forward to see what the year should 
hold in store for us.

First and foremost, as vaccines are 
approved and released, we hope 
to see more reopenings in the on 
premise, and a return to people 
dining and drinking out. While we 
aren’t ready to make book on this 
one quite yet, it’s a pretty reasonable 
expectation. As bars and restaurants 
open and move back towards full 
capacity, we expect to see more folks 
enjoying a beer or two after work 
with friends, hitting the tap rooms to 
enjoy the latest release from a local 
brewery, or enjoying a beer dinner (or 
lunch or breakfast…we don’t judge).

We know liquor stores and other 
off premise outlets did exceedingly 
well in 2020 – perhaps the one 
bright moment of the year. Does the 
renewal of on-premise consumption 
signal a return to 2019 sales 
numbers for the off premise? 
Not necessarily. People became 
conditioned to have beer at home 
during 2020 and it is likely to 
continue in 2021. Whereas many 
people used to buy beer for an 
occasion at home (sometimes just 
the weekend, but that’s occasion 
enough), 2020 taught us that you 
never know when you are going to 
want to open a cold one and enjoy 
it in the comfort of your own home. 
Expect off premise sales to stay up; 
maybe not quite at 2020 levels, but 
certainly better than previous years.

Of course, the increased sales 
of packaged beer caused a can 
and cardboard shortage, which 
then resulted in many brewers 

being unable to consistently meet 
demand for product, which is why 
we saw several weeks with a lot of 
empty shelf space in the beer aisle. 
Production shutdowns in Mexico 
(since the Mexican government 
determined that brewing was not 
an essential service) also created 
a shortage in the very hot import 
category. The good news is they are 
brewing in Mexico again and the 
major can manufacturers are ramping 
up production and expanding their 
capacity. More cans means more 
great beer being sold that can be 
taken camping, boating or anywhere 
that glass is not appropriate.

Hard seltzer continues to grow at 
breakneck speeds. Expect to see 
more varieties of seltzer from both 
existing sources and new-to-the game 
seltzer producers. Look for plenty of 
variation on the theme as producers 
look to distinguish themselves from 
the rest of the pack. For example, 
hard seltzer with electrolytes added 
is starting to get popular as people 
look to enjoy something lighter 
while replacing electrolytes lost from 
exercising, or just hanging around the 
pool on a typical Arizona day.

There are plenty of other positive 
signs for beer in 2021 as well. Look 
for some exciting innovation coming 
from both big and small brewers as 
they continue to push the envelope 
of fermentation and bring new flavors 
to classic styles while also producing 
new styles that challenge the idea of 
what beer is. Certainly, expect some 
of these beers to come from smaller 
local producers such as Dragoon, 
Borderlands, Firetruck (formerly 
Sentinel Peak) and Ten55.

2020 proved that beer continues 
to be a resilient beverage, able to 
withstand all manner of trying times. 
As we move into 2021, expect to 
continue to see beer stay strong and 
grow. As the world rebounds from the 
troubles of last year, beer will be with 
us every step of the way. 

The Good News About 2021
By Chuck Knoll

“Does the renewal 

of on-premise 

consumption signal 

a return to 2019 

sales numbers for 

the off premise? 

Not necessarily.”

The BeerGUY
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What You Need  
to Know About 
Non-Alcs
•  NA beer is projected 

to grow an impressive 
32.5% in 2020, after an 
incredible surge of over 
70% growth in 2019. 

•  Heineken 0.0 alone is set 
to reach 2 million cases 
sold in 2020. 

•  The majority of volume 
from new NA offerings 
is expected to come 
from consumers who 
enjoy alcohol, but are 
adding non-alc beers to 
their repertoire. 

•  Sam Adams’ Just The 
Haze rated higher with 
consumers in double blind 
taste tests than other 
leading hazy IPAs, with a 
95% confidence level.

Now You Can” announces a 
series of recent ads from 
Heineken, which extol the 

virtues of Heineken’s non-alc 
lager, Heineken 0.0. In the ads, 
Heineken has flipped the script on 
NA, showing young, fun-loving people 
enjoying 0.0 while waterskiing, at 
work and in leather jackets at a biker 
bar, looking effortlessly cool. The 
message is clear: Millennials love NA. 

At about 1 million barrels in 2019, 
and just 2% of the beer market, non-
alc is still a small segment, whether 
millennials love it or not. But, as we 
pointed out in our fall issue, that’s 
about where hard seltzer was three 
years ago, and now it’s the biggest 
thing in beer. 

And since NA is 0.5% ABV or lower 
and low in calories, there’s only 
one thing keeping it from becoming 
the next BFY beer phenomenon: 
outdated perceptions. NA beer still 
conjures memories of near-tasteless 
or overly sweet NA lagers, the choice 
of a parent who couldn’t partake 
or was looking to cut calories. 
Not exactly a draw for flavor-loving 
millennials, or any generation. 

Recent brewing innovations mean 
that this antiquated image of NA 
is getting a refresh. After 15 years 
of extensive research and testing, 
Heineken developed the proprietary 
process that produced Heineken 0.0. 
With a taste just like the real thing, 
Heineken 0.0 has defied industry 
expectations, with its US performance 
driving growth for the Dutch brewery. 

The success of Heineken 0.0 made 
space in the beer market for NA 

“ There’s only one thing keeping 
NAs from becoming the 

next BFY beer phenomenon: 
Outdated perceptions. 

and now, there has been a seismic 
shift in the non-alc beer segment. 
Iconic breweries from across the US 
are staking their claim on NA beer 
and expanding their BFY offerings 
with unique takes on the category. 
Lagunitas has added IPNA to their 
portfolio, a take on their flagship IPA 
that helps fulfill their mission to “have 
an IPA for everyone, everywhere, 
at every time.” Coors introduced 
Coors Edge in 2020, a non-alcohol 
beer with the lowest calories and 
carbohydrates in its class. And 
Boston Beer is brewing up two 
contenders due out in 2021: Sam 
Adams Just The Haze, which Jim 
Koch reckons will rival any hazy on the 
market, and Dogfish’s fruited wheat 
beer Lemon Quest, SeaQuench’s 
“sober sequel.” And let’s not forget 
new breweries like Athletic Brewing 
and Partake Brewing, who are winning 
awards by only brewing non-alc beer.  

Though customers’ preconceived 
notions about NA can be hard to 
shake, the breweries leading the 
charge with new NA beers are 
brands consumers trust, brands 
who built their names on flavor, 
quality ingredients and their brewing 
process. There’s no denying that this 
new generation of non-alcs deserves 
space in their fridges.

Not Your Father’s NA
Millennials are embracing a new generation of non-alc beer. Will their parents follow suit? 
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Guinness is the  
St. Patrick’s Day Tradition
St. Patrick’s Day 2021 will be meaningful. 
People will want to double down on what 
they missed in 2020. Traditions survive 
because we don’t let them die. We will 
celebrate bigger than ever and make 
new traditions in 2021. Guinness is the 
St. Patrick’s Day tradition. The brand has 
been integral to celebrations for over 200 
years and will be for 9,000 more. We all 
faced the challenges of 2020 and promised 
that we would march and toast again – this 
is our time!

Guinness Ultimate  
Home Bar Giveaway
Through March, Guinness is giving consumers the 
chance to win the ultimate Guinness home bar via 
a text-to-win promotion. One grand prize winner 
will receive their very own authentic Irish at-home 
bar including a Guinness-branded bar, two bar 
stools, a dart board, neon sign, clock, mirror, 
glassware, t-shirt, hats and beads for 15 friends, 
a toucan bar statue, two canvas art pieces, a 
bar mat, a bar towel, bottle openers, coasters, 
an ice bucket, a 52-inch TV, wireless speakers 
and 10 cases of Guinness! 25 secondary winners 
will receive a St. Patrick’s Day party pack which 
includes St. Pat’s t-shirts, beads, pennants, 
balloons and hats. 


